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ROY, Mora County,. New Mexico, Saturday,
June 19, 1920,
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"Volume X"vTf.
This has been moving week for several Roy people. Postmaster Johnson has moved to one of the new
Floersheim residences . temporarily
until his new home íb completed. Will
TJilstrap has moved with his family
and the telephone central into the
property !he Tocenily purchased from
Mr. Johnson. Henry Krabbenschmidt
and family have moved from the J.
Tloersheim tenant house to one of the
new Floersheim residences on Ryche-lie- u
Ave. R. TS. Alldredge will move
"from the Kilmurray property to the
T. Itt. house recently vacated by the
"Haynes who have moved to their new
"Elite Cafe m the Appel building.
'Chas. "Weatherill has moved into his
new residence purchased from Mel-vilTloershéim. "Except for these
and a few others the village directory
remains about as per usual
le

Bob Grunig returned Sunday with
the new road truck the village sent
"him for. It was left to his discretion
F. W.
to choose and he picked a
"D. Munitions wagon with a steel body
He hitched a
and
road drag to it and leveled up the
streets of Roy Monday after the rain.
It is a splendid machine and one hasof
the best investments the town
made.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs Teturned Monday
from El Paso where he went to meet
His daughter, Miss Dorothy on her
return from Los Angeles, where she
has attended high school and lived
with her grandmother, Mrs. Wilson,
since last falL "We are not forgiving
Dorothy for outgrowing her fascinating childhood, still, she does carry
the part of a young lady almost as
"well.
r,
A. A. Kidd and sons, Webb and
moved their cattle from their
Os-ca-

,

IAÍT7l?T0) TTT A

A

Red River ranch to their pastures

near Kephart this week. It is some
job to move several hundred cows and

About fifteen cars: of Roy rooters
accompanied the Roy ball' teatro to
Springer Sunday and' watched! tfiam
go down t defeat after witnessing
one of the most interesting ball gawes
of the

season-,-

.

The game was full) at pep fiara the
start, and Ray led; off witfr. one; score
in the first, another iit the second and
two in the fourth. Springer (tag up
one in the second', another m the
fifth. The next three innings checked up goose eggs for bothi sides. In
the ninth Roy failed to. register, but
Springer, through, several errors of
the Roy team, managed; to get three
men across the home plate which
made the final seore 5 te 4 in favor
of Springer.
The game was played on the new
Springer diamond which has been
made recently and. was rather rough
and soft and to which the great number of errors are attributed to on
both sides. However, we will say that
that when the diamond and grounds
are completed, Springer can boast of
one of the best ball parks in the
State.
.
Springer's new pitcher showed good
work but allowed 10 hits; Doe McCar-gRoy's pitcher, held the Springer-ite- s
down to seven hits and Roy must
concede her defeat to her careless
playing in the ninth, for if our boys
had held together the results would
have been quite different.
This makes one game for Roy and
one for Springer and the deciding
game will be played on the Roy diamond the latter part of July or fore
part of August and manager Schultr
promises us one of the most interesting games of the season. Roy is playing all home men and no doubt has
the best team in the field she has had
for years.
The next Sunday's game will be on
the home diamond when Roy will
cross bats with the Dawson team. Everybody come out and root for your
home team.
Below is the box score of the game.
o,

alves this distance. Mr. Kidd has
been farming down on the Red River
and will get back to tend it part of
the 'time. They had fine fishing this
Roy:
spring when the river was low and
Playera
them.
of
tired
till
cat
on
fish
Jived
atK?phart White, If.
He will read the
Hester, ss.
this summer.

ABR HPO
'

'....

McMinemy,

3b.

Barret, lb.
Floersheim, cf.
June 10, 1920. Justice, c
This is to call a Mass Convention of Carr, 2b.
anembers of the Socialist Party of Un- Branch, rf,
ion County, to meet at the Court McCargo. p.
House in Clayton, New Mexico, on
Saturday, June 26, 1920, at 1:30 p.
Total
m., for the purpose of nominating a
Both
(ticket for the fall election.
Springer
men and women may of course par- Players
ticipate.
Granger, lb.
a. james Mcdonald'.
Salazar, 2b.
SOCIALIST CONVENTION

The general rain Sunday made everyone dig through the mud to get
ihome and many were abroad that day.
The Masons did a lot of degree
work Saturday night and had a big
Oyster Stew for refreshments. Henry
Stone was Chef and the feed was declared a success. W. Brashears plans
these feeds and they are always satisfactory.

Hotel conditions in-- Roy are considerably improved since Walker and
Crossthwait have moved into the
Kitchell building. It is much more
like a hotel than anything we have
had in the past year.
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head-o-

collision

n

ia the highway

farm Mond&y
resulted in two Forda being badly battered up. Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson were driving in one car and a Mr.
Salazar of Union County, was driving
the other. It seems they gat confused and turned out to the same
side to pass and went together at
speed enough to produce results. Mr.
Salazar has agreed to pay the damage
to both cars. No one was seriously

hurt.

We got tói 1M of teachers for the
Roy sch&Js all balled up last week.
The compositor left out two of them
and we made up the others separate
n!f!"lr'"M'"""'lt!!!l!?!?,"IN! 2'i
from tharest of the story, and it was
.illl..,lltltlílli Í i hM . i i t i
I i I iillíntúi... ......iiiiéiliini.
a. m. generally. The following is a
T.. E, Mitchell and little daugh-te-r CHOOSING PRESIDENTS
correat
list of those elected : Princarrived Thursday frosn Pasa
ipal",. jEft. A.. Graham,
7th
The fact that Senator Harding
and' 8L&v. Mis Ernestine Grzelachow dena where he has been for- - sev
ski,
5th and 6th, Miss Lena eral weeks recovering item an could not be nominated for PresLusk, 3rd and 4th, Miss Leda Schnell, operation
for rlief of throat tem ident at Chicago until he had the
2nd;. UCss- Tiffi Branch. Primary hot
blé-- .
O.K. of old boss Penrose, will be
The
Masonic lodgs-tees- i
yeteMtedl
ves
a bitter pill ft the
iaüfr glad of the return, ofi

Personal MeMtioá
'Í
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0
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8 0
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31 5

Total

1
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5
5 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
2 2
4 0

1

0
0
1
1
1

0

10
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3
4
1
3

0
0
0

since last fall.
Y. Ame3 and his neph
Josep-The
is a day
week
ew who came recently from AlvaJ
due
to
the
rotten service of the
Okla.. have burchased . a CasH
tractor and are breaking1 sodj Santa Fe road missing connect
ions at French wi'tü our type for
for wheat next fall.
the week. Whetiiau new ma
Abernathy's have a new Dodu chine comes things'!!! be different
car and the old sorrel nag is bav
Rev. Palen, o El Paso, will
ing his vacation.
preach at Solano next Sunday A.
M. and at Mosoduero afternoon
O. A. Johnson, the Dawson and evening reports Rev. Orton.
photographer was in Roy this
He reports 600 feet of
A. I. Burleson is sporting a
week.
tunnel driven at their gpldj mine new Ford ca.
at Red River, N. M.
F. O. Seright, of Mills, ordew
his
sent to Keyes, Californ
ia, 100 miles
of Oakland.
They ra'se everything from or
anges to wheat and the roads are
all of concrete surfaced with as
phalt Frank likes it there.
S--
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OUR MOTTO- :- "Cleanliness

Quality"

nd

old-lin-

we-ar-

Special Sunday Dinners
HOME-MAD-

PIES and CAKES

E

Paul C. Haines, Calvin Jones,
Proprietors.

ff
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Chautauqua lJroaram
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Programs begin promptly in afternoon at 8:00;

In

evening at 8:00

FIRST AFTERNOON

of
Kephart, died recently of diphtheria,
The entire family were ill with the
disease, but no other cases were reported in tho community.
A little son of Henry Schnell,

was really true that George Ray
and Miss Yates were married last
Roy is arranging to build a
week.
fine home in Roy and they are start-

s

vAa followed "Tiddy"
and hishigiii ideals out of the
fester of the.
e
republican
camp eighiayears ago, and who.
went back, with him four years
ago to await a better tim to reform the GOP.- Those wiso came
over witHithe Democrats, at that
time and helped chrystalize the
Roosevait platform intOnLaws under which we met andi overcame
the greatest crisis in the history
of thworld and undfer which
niw living, except those ren-- i
dered inoperative b? the present
republican congress The Feder
al Farm Loan, fom'nstance.

Introduction of Superintendent. .Chairman Local Committee
Superintendent
"Our 1920 Chautauqua"
Company
Kellam
,
Novelty Musical Program. . . .Thomas J.
FIRST

,t

EVENING

Thomas J. Kellam Company
Songs from Dixie.
George L. Barker
Lecture, "Possibilities in Life".
Well known song writer starts Chautauque.

ing out with mighty bright prospects. IT

SECOND AFTERNOON
.

.

.

.

Uncle barn's

Music, Mirth and Mimicry

...

XMieces

Miss Gertrude Bruce is the new
"Hello" girl at the new switch
board in the now office in Mr.
Gilrtrap's new residence.
The
new bvard has 150 drops, three
Cimes the capacity of the old one
and it will soon be too small.

F. S. Strickland and R.H. Bent- ley and their wives took a vacation trip this week driving thru
the Cimarron Canyon, across the
mountain to Taos and back
There is not in all of the
Rockies a more attractive trip.
via-Mor-

ryphe majority of the threshing rigs in
all the great wheat belts are

n,

Uncle Sam's Nieces
Samuel Justin Sparks

THIRD AFTERNOON

CASE
rrhey
L

are built in all

Kenilworth Players
-

.KenilvVorth Players

"Taming of the Shrew"

A two dollar play for a dollar.
FOURTH AFTERNOON

....Chicago Entertainers
Music and Headings.
Edgar S. Kindley
Lecturette, "Our Good Bad Boys"
-

IT

!J

$

FOURTH

EVENING

..Chicago Entertainers
Popular Concert and Entertainment.
'
,
T
JJnf.,
VAnart fj. VirAatr
33
IIV
í
UU1
XVCgOIUlcoa
x.iiiiv
AUUieSS,
'
.

A

uuai

FIFTH AFTERNOON
'.Ricketts Jazz "Q&ni
Vocal
Concert
Instrumental and
FIFTH EVENING

Joy Festival.

.

Ouniv

Dn.m.

June 19th
Regular 95c,
"Velva" Country Sorghum,

Brooms,

'

Oranges,
251b.'

'

'

'

sack Corn Meal,

Special

75c

Special-

60c can

Special

60c Doz.

Special $1.43

.

Dont forget Chautauqua
(Watch this space every week.)

.Ricketts Jazz Band

Tiilnrlniia Mimical 'farewell to Chautaunua.

T

Saturday Only

CJ

great humorist on present day questions.

Russel Company
ROY

j

THIRD EVENING

sizes, but the small

and medium sizes are becoming very
popular for individual and community work.
Have you considered the convenience and
cost of threshing with your own rig?

Decían

A powerful oration by a remarkable man.

Musical Matinee Extravaganza

will (t. oltoraH tn cnnfnrm in thA anlrii

thfl ñav

a.

Karl Guthman's little daughter
T. R. Pint and family returned
came down from Dawson alone
Wednesday to visit her grandpa- Wednesday from Iowa where he
rents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Guth-xia- has been visiting for several
weeks, they are here for the harvest and to get in another wheat
Mrs.Pablo Branch and children crop.
returned Wednesday from DawF W. Oen left Wednesday for
son where they have been visitKansas.
ing Anna and Mr. Branch.

SECOND EVENING

Kinks and Quirks
Address, "Tales from the Hills"

e

The Democratic convention at
SanFraucisco wül differ from the
Chicago affair Sn that there will
be no factions, no bitterness no
attempts at baying nominations,
and no recriminations afterward
The nominee will be a man who
everyone knows is big nough'to
handle the job and, when the
even the
campaign opens,
debauched and prostituted Associated Press can suppress the
truth or put over the falsehood
Smut of the kind that destroys
and hypocracy which has been
the heads entirely, is reported
its policy the past few years.
from several wheat fields, the
damage seems" to be but slight.
The Chautauqua in Roy starts
off
with a good attendance and
CLEAN UP
first two days programs were
the
.The Rom village wTrt'stees adtYü
was claimed for them,-,- .
'
I'll .
'il ' 11me cor- all
vise au resiuems wimin
prevails and there
Fine
weather
poration, that the collection and
good
week
entertainment
of
is a
removal of all rubbish is required
ahead.
by ordinace for the safety and
health of all the people.
Collect the rubbish about your
BASE BALL
place, pile it in an accessable
Sunday, June 19 at Roy
place and phone the Street Com. Home Team vs DAWSON
missioner who will have it remo
Sho'-'nuBase Ball!
ved in the village truck.
R. C. URUNIG, Street Com'r,
Master Lewis Waters, who has"
been in school in California, is at
clean up, make
home again for the summer with
Roy a model town.
his mother, Mrs. R. E. Alldredge

Regular Meals, Short Orders,
Lunch

04 10
35

It

late-tM-

8--

The Elite Cafe

7 27 13 7

Score by innings:

many-progressi-

Band! Buyers for the Roy School
bonds are numerous and it appears Clarence Leffler returned Ktoaae
thai there will be no difficulty in sell- TSsorsday from Ft. Smith; Ark.
ing very cfcm to par.
where he has been blowing? glass

00

1

thir

W. M.

S-- E,

10

6
3
0

k
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0
1
3 2
0 0

12
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Mrs. Joe Mitchell is at the Plumlee
hospital in Roy and Joe is staying in
town with her this week.

A E

2
4 0

3

If.

1 1

A

near Paul Anderson

23"

,'';Hjjtf,,,WWW!W','''''"'f)

ROY SCHOOL TEACHERS

ABR HPO AE

Poynter, cf
Hern, rf.
Watkins, p.

Roy
Springer

KENSON

me

106
1
4

M.

We are in reoeipt. of a long and
newsy letter fran' H. M. Henson,
formerly R. R. agont here. Ha writes
from Allen, Oklai. We knew o Him.
last at Dawson.. He left the E. P.. 4
S.. W.. tan- tha Dj. t, R.. G. at Colorada
Springs, then want ta Oklahomawandi
he refuses, to. say what. he. think of.
Oklahoma,, butt na is prospering,, is a
Mason and! member of tha- sama Consistory t whiah, E. F.. Iv.ey bhangs.
Ilia san, Charles, ia now. as. tall as
bis father anil little Ruth: ife quiten a.
large girl and "Jr." is big. enough, to.
do circus, stunts, and we imagine the
parents ace still little
than
"kids' thflusselves.
After a. lot of other things. QÍ a
more or less personal naturohe makes,
this confession "Kind regards to the
they can
people f Roy. You n
never know the keen togjets we have
that we ever left Roy.

28 4 10 26 18 7

'

Brown, c.
Ayers, ss
Davis,

.

3b

Malcom,

Mayor Fred Brown has discovered
It
a. sand pit on his land near town.
is a better quality than most of the
:sand hereabouts which is generally
too fine for best results.

IL

SPRINGER WINS. SECOND; GAME

Number

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A

Profitable-Plac-

e

to Trade"

!

THf

SPANISH-AMERICA-

V.IRYELCUS

tii4

Fn

Crooked Trails aad.

H

ft

twvNrfoKstws-c-

William MacLeod Raine
W.

Syaopsla. Adventurous and reck.
rather than criminal, and
by liquor. Curly Flandrau
and his chum, Mac, both practically mere boy, beca in Involved
g
In
adventure. Disposing of tha stolen itock la ths
town of Baguachs. Arts., tha band
párate. Curly and bla partner
taring I town. They an awakened and told a posse la la town
in pursuit of them. They eludo
their pursuer. Overtaken next
day, Mao la killed by the posae and
Curly take captive, after he has
shot on and himself been wounded. The man shot Is Luck Culll-eoa former fighting sheriff.
friends, all cattlemen. determina to lynch Curly as an example
la cattle thieves With the rope
around his neck he Is saved by the
of
Intervention
Kate Culllson,
daughter.
Luck's
His wound
dressed, and further violence not
apprehended. Curly Is sent for by
Culllson. Hs questions ths boy
concerning a notorious outlaw,
Soapy Stone, real leader sf the metiers who had been Curly 's undoing Flaodrau learns that Soapy
BU.ie la Culllson's bitter enemy
and exercises a baleful Influence
over the
son 8am. who
has quarreled with his father. Culgoes
ball
llson
for Curly. Curly
rescues Soapy 8tone from a bear
trap and discovers that the outlaw
la young Sam's rival for the band
of Laura London.
IMS,

horss-slsalln-

a.

CHAPTER

III.

Continued.

Ma loner grinned
across at him.
"You try It, too. You've always led a

fo.nl pious life. He sure would listen
to you."
I If had wald It as a jest, but Curly

nlr

not

Hugh.

Why

not?

While be ate, the girl flitted In and
out.
and graceful, replen
lshing his plate from time to time.
Presently be discovered thai her fa
ther was away hunting strays on
Sunk creek, that the nearest neighbor
was seven miles distant and that
Stone's ranch was ten miles farther
up Dead Cow.
"Ever meet a lad called Sam Cul
HsonT" tbe guest asked carelessly.
Curly was hardly prepared to see
the color whip Into her cheeks or to
meet the quick stabbing look she fast
ened on him.
"You're looking for him, are you?'
ahe said. "Do you know blra?"
He shook his head. She looked at
him very steadily before she spoke
again.
"You haven't met him yet, but you
want to. Is that It?"
"That's It."
"Will you have another ess?'
Flandrau laughed.
".No. thanks
Staying up at Stunt- - a, la be?"
"How should 1 know who's staying
at Stone's
It was quite plain the did not la
tend to tell anything that would hurt
young Culllson.
"Are you expecting to stop In the
hills long or Just visiting?"
"Yes," Curly answered, with his
most Innocent blank look.
"Yes which?"
"Why, whichever yon like, Miss
London.
What's worrying you? If
you'll ask me plain out I'll know how
to answer you."
"So you know my name?"
"Anything strange about that? The
Bar 09 Is the London brand. I saw
your calves In the corral with their
flanks still sore. Naturally I assume
the young lady I meet here Is Miss
Laura London."
"What do you want with Sam Culllson? Are you friendly to him? Or
aren't you?"
"Ladles first. Are you friendly to
hira? Or aren't you?"
Curly smiled gayly across the table
at her. A faint echo of his pleasantry
began to dimple the corners of her
mouth. Both of them relaxed to peals
of laughter, and neither of them quite
knew the cause of their hilarity.
"Oh, youl" she reproved when she
had sufficiently recovered.
"So y mi thought I was ak detective
or a deputy sheriff.. That's certainly
funny.
"Kor all I know yet you may be
one."
"I never did see anyone with a dlsposition so
as yours.
If you won't put them suspicions to
sleep I'll have to table my cards."
From bis pocket be drew a copy of the
Saguache Sentinel and allowed her a
marked story. . "Maybe that will ex
plain what I'm doing np on Dead
Cow."
This Is what Laura London read:
"From Mesa comes the news of an
other case of bold .and flagrant
rustling. On Friday night a buncb of
horses belonging to tbe Bar Double M
were rounded up and driven across
the mountains to this city. The
stolen animals were sold here this
morning, after which the buyers set
out at once for the border and the
thieves made themselves scarce. . It
Is claimed that the rustlers were mem
berg of the notorious Soapy Stone out
lit. Two of the four were Identified. It
Is alleged, as William Cranston, gen
erally known as 'Bad Bill,' and I
young vaquero called 'Curly' Flandrau,
. "In case the guilty parties are ap
prehended the Sentinel hopes an ex
ample will be made of them that will
deter others of like stamp from a
practice that has of late been far too
common. Lawlessness seems to come
In cycles. Just now the southern tier
of counties appears to be suffering
from such a sporadic attack. Let all
good men combine to stamp it out.
The time has passed when Arizona
must stand as a synonym for anar
chy." .
She Tooked op at the young man
breathlessly, ner pretty lips partea,
her dilated eyes taking him In solemn
ly. A question trembled on her Hps.
"Are you this man mentioned here?
What's his name 'Curly' Flandrau?'
"Yes."
Why do
"And you're a rustler?
men do such things?" letting the hands
that held the paper drop Into her lap
helplessly. "You don't look bad. Any
one would think"
Her sentence tailed out and died
way. She wat still looking at Curly,
but he could see that her mind bad
flown to tome one else. He would
have bet a month's pay that she wat
thinking of another lad who was wild
but did not look bad.
Flandrau rose and walked round tbe
table to her. "Much obliged. Miss
Laura. I'll shake hands on that with
you. You've guessed ft. Course, me
being to 'notorious' I hate to admit It,
but I ain't bad any more than be Is."
She gave him a quick shy look.
"You mean this 'Bad BilJ?'"
"You know who I mean, II right
His name It Sam Culllson. And yon
needn't to tell me where be Is. rtl
find him."
"I know yon don't mean any harm
to hint." But the said It as If the
were pleading with him.
soft-toote- d

IN A BEAR TRAP.

Why

etmultlu't he hunt up Sam and let him
how his folks were worrying
about him? He was footloose till September and out of a Job. For he could
not go back to the Map of Texas with
bla hat In his hand and a repentant
whine on his lips. Why not hike Into
tbe hills and round up the boy?
"Pamn If I don't take a crack at It."
The man on the other side of the
table stared at him.
"Meaning that, are you?"
know

"yep."
"Might bt some lively If Soapy gets
wise to yottr Intentions," he said In a
casual sort of way.
"I don't aim to declare them out
loud."
That was all they said about It at
that time. The rest of the evening
was devoted to pleasure.
Hinre their way was one for several
roí le Maloney and Curly took the road
together next morning at daybreak.
Their ponies ambled along side by
side 4 tbe easy gait characteristic of

the Southwest.
Four plainsman la a taciturn Individual. These two rode for an hour
without exchanging a syllable.
At Willow Wash their ways diverged. They parted with the casual
see you later." Cnrly was
striking for the headwaters of Dead
Cow creek, where Soapy Stone had a
horse ranch.
About two o'clock he reached a little park In the hills. In the middle of
which, by a dry creek, lay a' ranch.
The young man at first thought the
place was deserted for the day, but
"So-lon-

r

.

'I'll Bet

I'm Too Late to Draw Any
Dinner."

girl appeared at the
be called
0tMV:6he was a young person of goft
h
coi ves and engaging dimples.
the brown cheeks of Arizona
wnt pink that came and went very
attractively.
Curly took off his dusty gray hat.
"Hut-ntardes, señorita I'll bet I'm
too late to draw any dinner."
"Buenos,
tenor," ' the answered
promptly. "I'll bet you'd lose your
miey. Yon can wasb over there by
towel on the
the pump. There's
lence."
8he disappeared Into the house and
Curly took caro of hit horse, washed,
Ho
i ltd sauntered back to the porch.
mild well potatoes frying and could
var tit Imllng of baas and eggs.
wtit--

1

"Crect,

I ont Can ye

ttl

me

how to get to Soapy Stone's ranch
from here. Miss London?"
She laughed. Her doubts were van
Inning like mist before the sunshine.
"Good guess. At least he was there

the last

heard."
expect your Information Is
pretty recent,"
That drew another little laugh, ac
"And

I

I

companied by a blush.
"Don't you think I have told you
euough for one day, Mr. Flandrau?"
"That 'Mr.' sounds too solemn. My
friends call me t'urly,'" he let her
know.
She remembered
that he. was a
stranger and a rustler aud sbe drew
up stiffly, llils pleasant young fellow
was too familiar.
"If you take this trail to tbe scrub
pines above, then keep due north for
about four miles, you'll strike the
creek again. Just follow tbe trail
along It to the horse ranch."
With tlfat she turned on her beel
and walked Into the kitchen.
Curly bad not meant to be "fresh."
He was always ready for foolery with
tbe girls, but he was not the sort to
go too far. Now he blamed himself
for having moved too fast. He had offended her tense of what was the
proper thing.
There was nothing for It but to sad'
die and take the road.
CHAPTER

IV.

ence."

brain

your personality, should

master of all these willing

TV

are the genii of the mind
waiting

strike for the Bar

to do your bidding

If we
we need not be downhearted
cannot carry out our Ideas In practice
exactly as they occur to us In the
mind.
Thought grows snowlmll fashion, and
Is he opposite to money.
The more we spend the more we
have. London Answers.

Mrs. J. Christman Proved
That Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is a

Remedy for this Trouble.

Bmehnrnton. N. Y. "I wasinavenr
nervous condition for over a year, my
mina was Pioomy.
P
ould see no liehton
.nil! anything1, could not
work and could not
have anyone to see

Doctor's med-

jme.

icine did not help me
tnd Lydia JE. Fink- Vegetable
Compound was re- ommended. I took

il

!.

him'l

Jit
jv

and am now

e1

L

I recom- -

it to all afflict
prostration." Mrs. J.
mend

ed with nervous

193 Oak Street, Bingham-to- n.
New York.
The success of Lydia E. PInkham'e
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
It may bo
and herbs, it unparalleled.
used with per feet confidence by women
who suffer from nervous prostration;
inflammation, ulceradisplacements,
tion, irregularities, periodic pains, backn
feeling, flatulency,
ache, bearing-dowLydia E.
indigestion and dizziness.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound ia tho
tandard remedy for female ills.
If there are any complications about
which you need advice write in confidence to Lydia G. Pinkham Medicina
Co., Lynn, Mass.

Christman,

Thousands of Happy
Housewives In

IVostorn Ganada
are helping their husbands to prosper
are glad they encouraged them to go
where they could make a home of their
own save paying; rent and reduce ths
cost of living- - where they could reach
prosperity and Independence by baytag
easy tersas

Fertile Land at $15 to
$30 an Acre
land similar to that which through

many years has yielded from to to 43
baskets of wheat ts tb acre. Hundreds
of farmers in Western Canada have
raised crops In a single season worth
more thnn the whole cost of their land.
With such crops coma prosperity, independence, good homes, and all the corn,
forts and conveniences which make for
happy living.

Good Causes and Poor Tunes.
Gardens-Poul- try
Mr. Bernard Sliaw, who has fallen
foul of "The Red Flag," which he re
are sources of Income
only to
gards as an air that would ruin any grain growing and stocksecond
raising. Good
many
good
neighbors,
climate,
churches,
movement, seems to forget that
schools, rural telephone, etc. give you
a good cause has been supported by the opportunities
of a new land with
a noor tune.
The Belgian national an the conveniences of old settled districts.
For lllaatrated literature, maps, deacrlp-tlo- n
them Is a remarkably Inane melody
of farm opportunities in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan,
and Alberta,
reduced
but that did not Impair the resistance
railway rates, etc., write Department
of Immigration,
of Liege. And neither the words nor
or
w. V. BENNETT
music of "God Save the King," are
Koeni 4, Bee Bldg, Omaha, Reft,
The air of
uplifting.
riaitlculuriy
.llliliullero," that Is said to have
'..aUn floverwTtient Ayent.
whistled James II off the throne of
KiiL'liind. cannot have been a very dis
no
tinguished
one, for nowadays
one seems to know what It was. On
the other hand the Russian national
anthem was easily one of the most
stirring examples of Its kind In
hut It did not save Russia from
Sea 25c OistaMat 25 ass SOe, Talca 2Sc
collapse. If the soviets have provided
would
result
a substitute for It he
Furniture Oil.
proliHhly please Mr. Shaw as little as
To renovate scratched furniture,
"The Red Flag." which be considera
together in n bottle equal quanti
should lie rechristened "The Eternal mix
ties of the best naiad oil and vinegnr.
March of a Fried Eel." Manchester
Shake vigorously, then It Is ready to
Guardián.
use. Take a small pad or soft rag.
dip it into the solution and rub well
Think Earth Will Last Many Years.
Into the wood until nil scratches hnve
Lodge,
Oliver
Sir
recent
a
lecture
In
dinH)wared.
Then polish with anthe eminent English scientist, an. other soft rag. You will be delighted
nounced that the earth would prob
with the result.
ably continue to exist for 20,0(10,000
course,
years more. These are, .of
round numbers. Some scientists estimate that the enrth will live for ten
times this age. There have been aniDoan's However Brought Complete
ma In of one kind and another on this
Recovery and Trouble Has
planet for fully this length of time.
Never Returned
"My kidneys were weakened by exThe dinosaurs are believed to have
posure
in Alaska," says Hermann
lived through some such period. The
Schrader, 328 Park Ave., Hoboken,
age of man. which Is probably only n
N. J., "and my misery at times befew thousand years, seems the, merest
came so great Í thought I would lose
my mind. I had terrible pains in my
When we con
trifle by comparison.
DacK, and a consider bow man has developed during
stant desire to
recorded history, which Is less than
urinate. My back
ten thousand years, we may hope
felt as if it were
Infinitely
to
an
evolve
in sections with
will
he
that
Boys'
each crushing
Life.
finer type In the future.
against the other.
Finally I was taCarry Photo Messages In Eyes.
ken
desperately
In
a
ill. It seemed as
Spies, engaged
something
if
were
business, have devised extraordinarily
crushing out my
methods of concealment
Ingenious
life. Before long
since history began. No means could
I passed a gravel
stone the size of
be more remarkable, however, than that
a pea. If the pain
used by the Russian bolshevlkl for
had been any
getting messages through the enemy
more
intense 1
Hr. Sckndsr
thinlr f w A I A
lines. The Inside skin of an eggshell
have died. I was having practically no
ts pasted on glass, and reduced with
flushing of the kidneys and my weight
a microtome knife to almost Impalpbad reduced from 178 pounds to 125.
It Is then sensitized,
able thinness.
The doctor told me I bad gravel and
mall stones filling up the passages of
and a microscopic message photographthe bladder. After ail of this I began
ed upon It. Removed from the glass.
to use Doan't Kidney Pill and soon
It Is spread with a brush on the spy's
improved.
In a short time I wss well
eveboll. under the lid. It does not
snd my cure has lasted fifteen years.
Today
I
being
am
in perfect health."
and
Inconvenience the carrier,
Sworn to before me,
quite transparent It Is practically InW. P. WEISS. Notary Public.
visible. Popular Mechanics Magazine.
. - a-- ,.
Gat fW. mi A

Farm

Dairying:
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Cuticura Soap
Complexions
Are Healthy

,

Frantic With Pain

99."

His horse bad disappeared, but
Curly helped blra to the back of Keno
Together they took the trail for tbe
Bar 09. On tbe face of the wounded
(un n gathered the moisture caused by
Intense paid.
"Hard sledding, looks like,". Curly
sympathized.
"Reckon I can stand the grief,"
Stone grunted.
Nor did he speak again until they
reached the ranch and Laura London
looked at him from a frightened face.
"What Is It?"
"Ran a sliver In my finger, Miss
Laura.
Too bad to trouble you,"
Soapy answered with a sneer on his
thin lips. '
A rider for the Bar 09 bad just ridden up and Laura sent him at once
for the doctor. She led the way Into
tbe Jiouse and swiftly gathered band
ages, a sponge and a basin of water.
Together she and Curly bathed and
wrapped the wound.
Laura was as gentle as she could be.
"I know I'm hurting you," she said,
ber ringers trembling.
"Not a bit of It Great pleasure to
have you for a nurse. I'm certainly In
luck." Curly did not understand the
bitterness In the sardonic face and he
resented It.
That something wat wrong between
them Curly could tee. Soapy was Tory
polite In spite of his bitterness, but
bis nurd eyet watched ber at a cat
doea a mouse. Moreover, the girl wat
afraid of him. He could tell that by
the timid ttartled way the had of answering. Now, why need she fear the
man? It would be at much at bis Ufo
wat worth to lift a band to hurt her.
.
After the doctor had come and had
attended to tbe crushed wrist Curly
stepped out to the porch to And Laura,
'I'm right sorry for what I said
Miss Laura. Once In a white a fel
low makes a mistake. If he's as big a
chump as I am It's liable to happen a
little oftener. But I'm uot really one
of those tin rt guys."

0

con-

wüs, each having a
f lis own. Your self-

g.

quietly.
Curly recognized him now. The man
was Soapy Stone.
Little, beads of
perspiration stood out all over Ms forehead. A glance showed the reason.
One of his hands was caught In a bear
trap fastened to a Cottonwood. Its
Jaws held him so that he could not
move.
The young man swung from the
back of Keno. He found tbe limb of
a cottonwood about as thick at his
forearm below the elbow. This be set
close to the trap.
"Soon as I get the Up open shove
her In," be told Stone.
The rescuer slipped tbe toes of his
boots over the lower Hp and caught
tbe upper one with both hands. Slowly the mouth of the trap opened.
Stone slipped In the wooden wedge
and withdrew bis crushed wrist. By
great good fortune the steel had
caught on the leather gauntlet he was
wearing.
Even now be was suffering a good
deul.
"You'll have to let a doc look at It"
Curly suggested.
"Reckon I better
Stone agreed.

PROSTRATION

Ptel!tt

fi:r.!;nr,s of the vast stores of Ideas
that you, more often than not without
Out cnuie ber gloved hand la the realising It. have gathered along life's
highway.
Are you one of the reck
firmest of grips.
"I know that now. You didu't thluk. les kind, who have "no Idea." or are
And I made a mistake. I thought roa you In ihe. ranks of the sensible, who
were taking advantage bees use I had summon the spirits of the Intellect to
been friendly.
I'm glad you spoke their aid?
How Is this done? Nothing more
about It We'll forget It There's
Get the problem fairly and
something I want you to do for me." simple.
squarely Into your head, and then for
"I expect maybe I'll do It"
"It's about that boy be baa op get It I The little genii of the brnln
thee." She gave a hopelesa little ges refuse to be coerced; humor them,
however, and there Is no limit to what
ture toward the hills.
they csn. and will, do for you. You
"Sam Culllson?"
"Yes."
have to make a decision. Turn the
problem round and round In your head
"What about him?"
"He's bent on ruining hira, always till you are giddy, yon will get no near
baa been ever since ho got a hold on er to the solution. Put It away from
him. 1 can't tell you how I know It yon. Don't force your thoughts; leave
but I'm sure
And now he's mort them alone, and behold, suddenly,
set on It than ever."
when you least expect It, the Idea you
have been searching for will Jump Into
"Jealous. Is he?"
"Yes. If he can drag Sam down your mind, to be Instantly recognized
and get him Into trouble he'll pay oCt as the Idea you wanted.
two grudges at once. And he will too.
The magicians of the brain would
You'll see. He's wily as an Indian. appear t be more amenable to femiFor that matter there It Apache blood nine thnn masculine rnle, for theprov
In him, folks say." erés of all nations agree that women s
"What about young Culllson? Can't best Ideas are her first ones, while
he make a fight for himself?"
diss has to wait for second thought If
"Oh, you know bow boys are. Sam he would act rightly.
It completely nnder this man's Infla
Our search for Mess, too. must be
ence." Her voice broke a little. "And systematic If we want to get hold of
I can't help him. I'm only a girl. He nsefnl ones.
According to the Platonic phllos
won't listen to me. What Sam needs
It a man friend, one just as strong and ophv. Ideas are the universal types of
determined as Soapy but one who It which Individual specimens are the
good and the right sort of an Influ- more or less Imperfect copies; so that

Bear Trap.
"Are you picking me for that reThe winding trail led up to the
sponsible friend wbo Is to be sucb a
scrub pines and from there north Into
i lie hills.
Curly had not traveled far powerful Influence for good?" Curly
asked with a smile.
when he beard the sound of a gun
"Yes yes, I am." She looked np at
fired three times In quick succession.
He stopped to listen. Presently there blm confidently.
Curly met ber on the ground of ber
came a faint call for help.
own seriousness.
"I'll tell you tome-thinCurly cantered around the, shoulder
Miss Laura. Maybe you'll bo
of the hill and saw a man squatting
on the ground. He was stooped for- glad to know that the reason I'm goward In an awkward fashion with bis ing to the horse ranch Is to help Sam
Culllson If I can."
buck to Flandrau.
He went on to tell her the whole
"What's up?"
story of what the Culllsons had done
- At the question the man looked over
his shoulder.
Pain and helpless rage for him. Iu all that be said there was
not one word to suggest such a thing.
burned In the deepset black eyes.
"Nothing at all. Don't you see I'm
Just taking a nap?" be- answered
A
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Inn Laura London's mind jumped the
gaps to a knowledge of the truth that
Curly himself did not have. The young
man was In love with Kate Culllson.
She was sure of It.

When Curly walked back Into the
house, Stone laid down the paper be
had been reading.
"I see tbe Sentinel hints that Mr.
Curly Flandrau bad better be lynched,"
be Jeered.
The Sentinel don't always hit tha
bull's-eye- .
Soapy," returned theyoung
man evenly. "It thinks I belong to tbe
Soapy Stone outfit, but we know I
haven't that honor."
Soapy frowned at him under the
heavy eyebrows that gave blm so menacing an effect.
"Better come back with me to the
ranch till you look around."
"Suits me right down to the ground
If It does you."
Some one came whistling Into the
house and opened the door of tho
room. He was a big lank fellow with
a shotgun In bis bands. "From Missouri" was stamped all over his awkward frame. He atood staring at hit
Film Quickly Developed.
unexpected guests. His eyes, clashing
Rlxtv rolls of photographic film han
with those of Stone, grew chill and dled In ten minutes' actual working
;
'hard.''
line Is the claim made for a system
"So you're back here again, art f clnzed stoneware developing tanks
now on the market, according to Pop
you?" be asked, looking pretty black.
Stone's Up smile mocked him. "I ular Mechanics Magazine. Tbe tanks
don't know bow you guessed It but I are sold In sets of three, one for
developing, one for fixing and one for
ture am here."
"Didn't I tell you to keep away from washing. Each has a concave bottom,
the Bar 99 you and your whole cursed terminating In a brass drain cock.
The last, or washing, tank la fitted
outfit?"
also with an overflow connection, to
. "Seems to me you did mention something of that sort, put how was I to permit continuous water circulation
know whether yon meant It uniese I from bottom to top.
came back to seer
Taxing the Allen In Italy.
Under the Italian laws a foreign
resident In Italy paya an Income tax
Ufe at the horse ranch.
solely on Income derived from Italian
sources. He la not taxed on Income
--
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DOAN'S
.

FOSTER

K1LEURN

CO.

N. Y.

BUFFALO.

Just So.
When we snenk of a resort belne
exclusive we don't necessarily mean
that It Is fashionable. There's heaven.
for Instance.
-

It
than

-

Is easier to rioripn rcsnnnslMMrv
It Is to dodge the result.
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If they Tire, Itch,

f., rirC
lUlia
LlCJ
Often.

Irritated, Inflamed or
Granulated, use Murine
Soothe. Kafroakee. Safe for
Infant or Adult AtallDnifsrista. Write for
lfree Eye Book. Harta Er awrfy C Cute

w. n. u ogNvea, no.
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Lift

Yon naturally pel secure when you
know that the medicine you are about to
take ia absolutely pure and containa no
harmful or habit producing droga.
Such a medicine ia Dr. Kilmer'a Swamp- Root, kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The ame standard of purity, atrengtb
and exoellence ia maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-Root- .

Doesn't hurt

is scientifically
7egetable berbi.

It

compounded
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Rev. Charles W. Savldge
poked a hornet's nest
when be announced that he Intended
bringing a shipload of peasant women
from Europe to be wives for western
farmers, and ranchers,
because the
modern American girl, with her rouge
and her paint, her powder and her
georgettes, her high heels and her
cobweb silk hose, Is not fitted for life
down on the farm.
Five hundred girls from about forty-eigh- t
states country girl town girls
and city girls have written Rev.
Mr. Savldge, either In protest or to
offer themselves as substitutes for the
European peasant women. Here's tfie
way a Philadelphia girl puts It:
"Tell your fanners and ranchers to
take my advice and go East. All sorts
of girls are awaiting them In Pittsburgh, In' Philadelphia, In New York,
In Boston, and In every either city In
the Ehsí. Thousands of nice girls are
.becoming old maids because of lack
of men."
A Minneapolis girl writes: "What if
l
we do powder and paint, wear
slippers and thin silk hose, I'll bet
any farmer or rancher under the sun

OMAHA.

high-hee-

ffl 61A.D7HET
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You can lift off
With your fingers!
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the hard skin calluses from bottom of feet.
A Jtiny bottle of "Freezone" costs
little at any drug store; apply a few
drops upon the corn or callous. Instantly it stops hurting, then shortly
you lift that bothersome corn or callous right off, root and all, without
one bit of puln or sorenegg, Truly I
No humbug! Adv.
Wise Is the husband who. instead of
trying to be all things to all men, tried
to be

II

things to one woman.

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidncya-Hetui-Liv- cr

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's stand-cr- d
remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

vanity and vexation of spirit !,
Poor devil, he Knew.
SOLOMON
"It was Solomon who said, It I
hettpr
to eat a crust of bread In an
'AVE
MUST
attic alone than to dwell in a palace
BEEN CRAZY)
If the
with a contentious woman.'
proportion
sorrow
kins;
had
much
ás
MARKY
TO
ately with his 700 as I had with my
30 MANY"
seven. It Is little wonder that his duys
were cut short. Solomon 'cashed In'
at seventy, while Adam and Noah and
Methuselah, all three of thein 'single
were still tearing dates off the
wlfers,'
YORK C. K. W'llstm took
NEW himself seven wives and Is now fulendnr at the aee of 950.
"Think of Jacob, the patriarch of
term In Sing Sing
serving a
old,
the first bigamist, according to
He details his marin consequence.
record, who, after seven
reliabld
numin
the
furrent
ital adventures
hard labor and a night of
of
years
and
newspaper
ber of the prison
the rosebud,
of Rachel
dreams
He says. In
waxes philosophical.
to find himself caressing
awakes
part :
Jaky. I
"During my Imprisonment I have onlv Leah the lemon. Poor
for I
felt,
have
must
he
how
know
study to the
devoted , considerable
be did. It s
subject of bigamy and have made have experienced all that
There discomforting.
discoveries.
Borne
motherhood
discourages
"Bigamy
was Solomon, Israel's greatest king
be suppressed
therefore
should
and
bigamist,
greatest
world's
and the
who Indulge In it should
C99 times a matrimonial repeater. ami thK
In the entire
severely
nunlshed.
he
With a house filled with women of
category of criminal acts bigamy has
culhighest
and
beauty
rarest
the
ture, be cried aloud In his anguish, the least excuse.
'AH Is

m

f'--
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Prison Sentence Is a Blessing in Disguise
N. Y. "I don't care
SYRACUSE, do with me. Judge. I'll
serve time for us both. But for Cod's
sake. Judge, spare her. Let me bear
the load now. She's III, sick In mind
and body. Don't make It harder for
her, Judge. Please oh, please, let me
protect her, let the double sentence
'
fall upon me."
That was the plea of James H.
postmaster In
Deining, ' assistant
Llncklaen, Chenango county, In federal court here as he begged for clemency for bis silver-haired

.

wife, Mrs. E. Demlng, postthe same place.
at
mistress
ere inBoth husband and wife
dicted by the federal grand Jury sitting here, accused of converting to
their own use $1,400 of the government's postal funds. They appeared
unrepin court' tr answer the charge
entered
counsel,
and
by
resented"
three-coun- t
pleas of guilty to the
them.
against
returned
bill
true
Charges made by the postal InspecIntor thnt Mrs. Deining was coerced
brought
to the thefts by her husband
heartrending denials from the
frull woman.
Charges that hor husband hud been
brought
generally InKy and shiftless
ngiiin to
The little" woman aain mid
iier husbiwr dclei.se.

blte-haire- d,

Ganolln and Oil Enrlnee OirtrllBpU
Well Pampa lljrdranlta
anil iH
Irrliratliia
I.lchtlna-- Plante
Kama
Water Supply
Puppllee Work Tank
Ucctrto and
Windmill
Hyeiema
Power Waaliera Knellage luttere
Sprxf lool
Hw
Feed íírlndera
Wrought Iron Pipe
Tenia Bel I In
Kooflnf Hoae Knuliieera' Hpeeloltl.
Call and era aa ar aend lor rataJora.
"Tha Big; Supply Ilnnne of the Weat"
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Th National Ramady of Holland fot
centuria and endonad by Quaan WUhel-minAt alt dntggiata, thraa size.
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Special weekly fate

18th and Larimer Sta.
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eheap, Luta
II teMoo. Mad
of
metal, can't epill or
r j wiu not eon
ore Bnvthlne.
Goaranteed effective.
r deatiT. or

One's wife never gets mud when he
with the meals If they
live In a hoarding house.

b tha Thne ta Cot Rid cf
Thee Utly Spot.
no
There'a
lonter th allfhtt n"l ot
fftelina aahamed of your freckle. sa Uthlne
i
trena-tlla guaranteed to remove
double
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" Is genu thee homely apotd
get
ounce
Simply
of Othlne double
all
Ine Asnlrln proved safe by million
ply
atrength from your irugirlt, end
you
n
morning
night
It
and
of
for
physicians
little
by
ovei
and prescribed
hould noon aee that even the worvt freckle
twenty years. Accept only an unbroken have begun to diaeppeer, while the lighter
It I aeldom
have vanUhed entirely.
"Baver package", which contains proper enea
that more than one ounce la needed to comgain
Headache,
a beautiful
akin
pletely
the
and
relieve
clear
directions to
complexion.
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, clear
Be aure to ak for the double atrength
ae thla la aold under guarantee at
Colds and Pain. Handy tin boxes of 12 Othlne,
money back U It fella to remove freckle.
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger "Bayer packages." Aspirin
instead of marrying a man to reIs trade mark Bayer Manufacture Mon- form him, the average woman marries
oacetlcacldester of Salicyllcacid. Adv. a man to Inform lilin.
A smudgy poodle Is crying evidence
In

thnt Its owner has wearied
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V
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Brooklyn. N. T.

Honey Yield Higher.
The average yield of surplus honey
In 1019 was 00 pounds to a colony of
honey bees, as estimated by the bureau
of crop est limites, United States department of agriculture. This Is considerably above the average of 45
pounds In 11)18, anil of 41.0 pounds for
The relative
the live years, 1913-1"- .
proportions in which the honey of the
last two yea ra was marketed are Indicated by ffl for extracted honey, 31
for comb honey, and 10 for bulk honey.
of the product goes
About
to "outside" markets.

a year salary as postmaster.
District Attorney Dennis B, Lucey
announced that a sentence of one day
In Jail for Mrs. Demlng would satisfy
the government.

Judge garland B. Howe sentenced
the husband to prison for a year and
a day. He sept the wife to the fed
eral penitentiary at Jefferson City,
Mo.,

saying:

"No, I don't think that Mrs. Dem
lng should be sent to the county Jail
She has
In one day.
n nd released
no real home, no relatives, no money.
It would be a blessing to send her
to the Jefferson City Institution. There
she will receive expert medical care
pud the attention she needs."

The Capital City Shot Repairing Co.
1
I
I
Champa St.
"

"l

!; 11

Somewhat

Cv

Spoiled Argument.

Now, tb
Itfcriiltlng Sergeant
army's the life for a Hum tree gruir
ami clothes plenty of traveling ab'Mit,
and once you've Joined yoti'l never
want to leave.
l'osslble liecrult I'll think it vef,
sergeant, anil come to see jw gal
t.,
Ik
P. n
t
Ot "I
JLt'l lilt lll
iniike up your mind on the spot, If
there's any business doing. I'm walt
lug every minute to get demobilized
.iiraulf
J
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The people who are. pnitl to be good'
never earn their salary.

No ugly, prlmy streaks on tf
clothes when Ked Cross Bag Blue
used. Good bluing gets good results.
All grocers carry It 5c.

Art is consummate when It seems
to be nature. l.onglitus.

Lots of men are suspicion
they know thfi'sHves.

1

Dr. Price's " Cream" Baking Powder is now made with pure
phosphate by methods of production which make it the
''cream" of phosphate Baking Powders.

Dp PRICE'S
O

ream59

Powder

Sells for about HALF the price charged when
the powder contained Cream of Tartar
end appeals to every housewife who is interested in reducing
the high cost of living and in protecting the health of her home.

25c for 12 oz.
15c for 6 oz.
iGc for 4 oz.
Contains no alum.

of Dnlnn Peent.

Send us your shoes -- Ladies', Men's,
We'll fix 'tra rigutv
Girl's, Boy's

The "Cream" of
Phosphate Baking Powders

aMiniff

tlnek

SHOE REPAIRING
BY MAIL

.

HaKuuj euau,iui, lot

tamenr HiiHiinit
Wo V ft
non
- alth
aritaiebatar
RA and UÁTan aca

1mm1

Here are the prices:
Demlng pleaded that both he and
his wife had been 111 and he had been
able to earn no Income except his $150

THE

rsr kni

-

Sing Sing Philosophy of an Archbigamist
5.

and
Stochmen'i Supplies

O' Fallon's Farm

COLD MEDAL

.
Tha Cutleura Toilet Trio
Having cleared your akin keep it clear
11
l.
VAIII O V0lV.ll V
m.lrlnl, ",
KWmVflY fttmOVt
t Dr. totTT's
M. Bmm
toilet preparations. The soap to cleanse f fjt(vLtu aril f.. Proa. lMk. Or. C Cute
.
WbcJOfw Aiml.
7t
C.
and puriry. tne uintmem to aootne auu
per
and
powder
to
Talcum
heal, the
antwhehb
nucv n v vil I cd placed
KACTS AND K ILLS
No toilet table Is complete UHI4I I LI MLLLIl AllALL
fume.
FLIES. Naet,
without them. 25c everywhere. Adv.

FRECKLES

Matching the Case.
"That Is such a loud engagement
ring Will gave Bessie." "Yes, but then
she is such a big belle."

HEAL

for one third what milk stills lor.
ilr.lur frnin feed aud emln dealers.
CROWE. Mfre, DENVE. COLO,
ADY

a.

Now

had rather have one of us than any
of those barefooted peasant women of
Europe. Just let your farmer friends
get sight of us, and the game Is up.
We win. Iead them to us. That's all
we American girls ask."
"Bet
An Indianapolis girl writes:
ter stick to your Job of preaching and
let the boys and girls alone. They
will find each other when they get
ready."
Rev. Mr. Savldge takes his "roasts'
"Looks like I'll have
I m
to take to the woods" he says.
getting afraid to open mv mail. But
I'm going to bring that shipload .of
I
European women Just the same.
already have letters froui several hun
dred ranchers asking about the plan."

A & C CALF

the harmful acids and gases right out
of the body and, of course, you get and BUILDING MATERIAL
well. Tens of thousands wonderfully
Buy direct at wholesale prices.
benefited. Guaranteed to satisfy or
We ship everywhere. Write
money refunded by your, own drug-'- t.
Cost a trifle. Please try it!
Frank Kirchhof Lumber Co Denver, Cela

find. fault

mÚ

your milk and raise calves on

EATONIC is the best remedy, it takes

y

Parson's Marriage Scheme Stirs Women

Bell

eat like candy.

Ucsling DÜJ

Acid-Stoma- ch

pru-er-

ASPIRIN

Otop

sakO

Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloated
Gassy Feeling.
Stops indigestion,
food souring", repeating, headache
and the many miseries caused by

t.

.

VOUB SfOMACM'S

one or two tablets

not

knee-lengt-

Denver Directory

always use

PATO Ml

anJ FreMone
costs only a few cents.
a bit

from

stimulant and ia taken in
tea spoon ful dotes.
It is not recommended for everything.
dered. "You are following Hie styles
It ia nature's great helper in relieving
of the grlsettes of Paris of the paint- and overcoming kidney, liver and bladed women of the Moulin Rouge. Cleo- der troubles.
patra or Lueretla Borgia might have
A sworn statement of purity ii with
These every bottle of Dr. .Kilmer's Swamp-Rooreveled In such costumes.
demoralizing modes are rocking the
If yon need a medicine, you should
foundations of the church, the home, have
the beat. On sale at all drug atores
the nation."
in bottles of two sizes, medium and Urge.
He called attention to the Zlon City
However, if you wish firat to try this
ordinance which makes It unlawful to great preparation send ten crnta to Dr.
wear Indiscreet dresses. A section of Kilmer & Co.. Binehamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
this ordinance reads:
mention this paper. Adv.
ZION CITY, ILL. Overseer Wilbur
ov;r
any
the
"Every dress of
female
Vollva of Zlon City has set
age of twelve years, cut or fitted In a
Her Wholesale Prayers.
out to make this sacrosanct communiLuclle, who Is five, does not like to
ty safe for the men folks. Chiffon hos- style or manner as to show or expose
iery,
skirts, poekuboo or partially show or expose the neck say her prayers ut night when she Is
or shoulders of the wearer lower than lep.v.
waists, low necks, hare arms and back"Did you say your little prayer last
less gowns all these, he says, smack the Junction of the pit of the neck
of the devil and his works, and reek with the clavicle or collar bone If worn pi'it?" her mother asked her one
He has In public or within public view shall morning at breakfast.
of the flesh pots of Egypt.
"No," said the little girl, "I was too
be deemed Immodest,' vulgar and Inplaced them under bis anathema.
decent and tending to corrupt public sUepy last night, mamma, but Sun
In one of his most vigorous speeches
morals and degrade the best Interests day night, when you put me to bed
the overseer read the excommunicabefore I was sleepy, I prayed seven
tion act to feminine apparel a la mode. of society.
a
enough to last me all this
"No woman or girl over the age of
Any1 woman who would be so braxen
.as to expose her throat to public view, fifteen shall expose her arms to punuc week,"
above the middle of the forearm nor
he said, was little better than a wanshall she wear 'peekaboo' or mosquito- ton. She was of Sodom and Gomorrah, and should be' pluced for safe- net stockings or other cunning so as
to expose any particular part of the
Innokeeping in a pumpkin shell.
cence and purity were Impossible so wearer other iban provided for; nor
shall any woman or girl wear In publong as women wore abbreviated
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
sheath gown, slit skirt
lic the
gowns.
dress."
"You say It Is stylish!" be thun- - or
ia

After you eat

offCorns!

A Feeling of Security

It

Making Zion City Safe for the Men Folks

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

Never disturbs digestion.

ntcniwe

THE

--

Gol. George

Spanish-America- n
BlOISTIHSU

ADOÜ8TÍ7,

EL

Cochrane,

DO YOU

AUCTIONEER

1911

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR

3D

r,..

AND PUBLISHER

SakKiiptta $2.00 f
Tur
Entered aa second-clas- s
matter
postoffice In Roy, New Mexico

, -,

at

the

The .nomination of Senator Harding, on the 10th ballot at Chicago
proves that convention managers still
have the psychological pull ko put
things ;ovr. The riot was allowed to
go on till the would-b- e
candidates
were satisfied, then the "Dark Horse"
which had been secretly groomed and
"shaken down" was led out and .won
in a waiK. All the delegates vere
there for was to shout themsejyes
hoarse. They had no part in the real
Btaging of the show.
Some of .the same methods may appear at the .convention at Frisco, but
it will not be so evident nor will they
be swallowed whole as they were at
Chicago, and at many similar events)
which we remember. We doubt if
the Democrats will jocky half a doz
en candidates for five days before
naming their choice.
Our guess is
it will be McAdoo, by acclamation be
fore the first roll call is completed

.

Farm Sales a specialty,
.Experienced
Proficient, I know th value of farm
property and will get it for ,my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire?.
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c
take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and hejp.you secure money to meet your obligation. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills f .Sale, Notes jtnd Mortgages supplies
See ané and get my terms and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made

at the

Spanish-America-

TU

(1

Col. Gect&e E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
'
'
'

---

Z3i5 1- -

.
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Fairview Pharmacy
The Boy Drug Store

with dual electric starting and light
system and demountable xuns .. $850
SEDAN
875
with dual electrk starting and light-systeand .demattntable rims .. $975
it tas AveJoped ifcaí misrepresent-tw- a
TRUCK.- CHASSIS with eolid tires
a4 BUHqiwfcatitws
f these v and clincher rima
... Í608
need priem have bee and are being
(with pneumatic tires and de
gwei out S to safeguard the publ
ic against ike ewila of wisrppresenta-tw- i, mountaWe rims $640)
These prices are all f. . b,
we herewith give the present p
Oetrejfc
rices:
FORDSON TRACTOR $850X9 L . b.
RUNABOUT
$55Q
Dearborn, Mich.
'light-systewith dual electric
rtartinad
Any of the Dealers whose name
$fi2J.
s are listed below, will be pleased to
TOURING CAR
$575
with dual electric startinr and liirht. receive your order, pledging the assu
ranee of the best possible promptness
system ......
5(559
.
in delivery.
COUPE

Ice Cream Parlor

J. W. Beck, Manager,
ROY,
N. M.

The

editor and wifeund J. M
Elder and family drove to Mosquero
Sunday and spent the day with Mr
and Mrs. L. N. de Weese and family
A fine dinner and general good time
and a visit to their strawberry patch,
orchard, garden and barns was
pleasant variation from the usual
Sunday routine. Mr. De Weese
farming up to date and has over 200
acres of wheat which the hail missed
ne is preparing ior a Dig acreage
again this fall. The devastation to
wheat fields by the recent hail storm
in that community is frightful. We
saw many fields that are a sorry sight
and some that were being plowed up
for summer crop. The rain made the
roads heavy in places coming home
while other streaks. were dry.

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks and Ices
EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

Superstitions of the Great
Dr. Samuel Johnson, so It Is record
ed, would never enter a room left foot
foremost, and brave Marshal Saxe
was In terror at the sight of a cat
Peter the Great was In a tremor of
fear If he had to cross a bridge, and
Byron turned pale If he spilled salt at
the table.

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

S-- A

News Stand,
A

COMPLETE

DAILY

UNE 0F

pPERS magazines

Toilet Articles.

Cigars and Tobacco
The Livingston Bros, of Solano
purchased a
8
Avery tractor
from the Liberty Garage in Roy, and
drove out with it Monday. They will
break a lot of land for wheat this fall.

Miss Avis Wilson, of Mosquero, has
accepted a position as saleslady in the
Lujan & Sons store in Roy and started to work Wednesday. She is a popular young lady and should attract
many friends to this store.

12-1-

S-- A

;

ad-te- nt

returning

Sunday.

Miss Leda Schnell and her mother
were in Ro Monday. They came to
meet the school board and consider
their offer of a place on the teaching
Btaff.

E. M. Bagwell is back at work on
the Roy well. He is preparing to
shoot the old bit out of the way and
put in the
casing. We may
hope to soon be drilling again. Here's
a universal hope that they strike water and get it strong.
Born, To Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Beck,
Friday, June 11th, a boy. Mother
and child doing fine at Dr. Self's
Sanitarium. Joe really would have
preferred a girl, but they will keep
him anyway.
Born, To Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
at the Self "San", last Friday
night, a girl. This makes two girls
and two boys in Lafe's interesting
family.
Deu-.ble-

r,

Stock and Storage

Tanks,

Fairbanks-Mors- e,

Gasoline Engines &

Pumps;
Well Casing;

Deep-We- ll

Windmills;
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,
Self-Oilin-

g

TIN SHOP!

'

MORA

ABSTRACT

Whelan & Palmer,
COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Lawyers
Abgtracts'of all lands in Mora
Clayton, New.Mex.
County
Practice in State and federal Courts and

Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

U, S, Land Office

Farm Sales a specialty

Sam Strong and family started
Tuesday for Strong City, Kansas,
where they will stay and visit till
Sam has fully regained his health and
strength. The flu came very nearly
claiming Sam as a victim, and his recovery seems almost miraculous tr
those who know of his case.

Col. F.O. Whi te
Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
othé-- i necessities: furnished if
desired.

Notary work and

Real Estate

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-Americaoffice.
n

4

YOUl

Sat. June 19th'

THE IDEAL
BAKERY

Brood Mares, Milk Cows,
Farm Nachinery,

Proper Caro of Tools,
All good tools should be wrapped
op, otherwise they will rust and rust
dulls their cutting edges. The care
ful carpenter wraps his tools In a
woolen cloth, well oiled. The care-fchauffeur wraps all polished tools
before putting them In the tool box
and keeps them away from the stor
age battery, the fumes of which will
quickly rust them.

AND

Foster Blk ROY, N. M.

Foster Block,
Roy,

N. M.

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

"Call Again"

No. 81, Union County,. N. M.,
known locally as the "Bradley
District." by the Board of directors of.said district until June 19,'
1920. The right is reserved to
reject any or all bids.
:

The plans, specifications and
blue prints will be on file at the
office of the
in Roy, where they may be seen
by interestod parties.
T. J. HEIMANN,
Clerk School Board.
Spanish-America-

n,

L

CDodds V

In the District Court,
County of Mora
Cecile. M. Holderness
vs.
;
Roy J. Holderness

)
)
""

,

No. 2704

The said defendant Roy J. Holder-neis' hereby notified that a suit in
Court has been commenced against
Roy.
Has
you in the District Court for the CounAll Calls answeted promptly. ty of Mora State of New Mexico, by
said Cecile M. Holderness, in an action
for divorce that unless you enter or
Do Today's Job Today.
cause to be entered your appearance
The habit of postponing Is whole-al- e in said suit oh or before the 18th day
delusSorO It Is ' founded on false of June A. D. 1920, decree PRO
hope. The victim thinks he will have
therein will be rendered
time to do tomorrow what should 'be against you.
,
done today.
That more convenient
J. B. LUSK,
time seldom ever comes. Shakespeare
Roy, New Mexico.
emphasizes the Idea when he says:
Attorney for Plaintiff.
"You can't turn the wheel with the water that Is past." Another writer has Fabian Chavez, Clerk,
sold: i'Procrastinatlon is the thief of
time." It's a mere salve to conscience,
and tomorrow with Its own quota of
Jobs lias no time nor room for what
should have been done yesterday.
Grit.

Undertaker

ss

returned to

Y

.

CON-FESS-

Ó

'

i

A.Wynne
United States
A.

Observe the Direction,
A current French scientific Journal
tells ns that, If you wish to enjoy proEST RAYS: Sorrel Mare, blaze-fac- found and restful sleep, you should lie
your feet to the south. If you
brand UD right shoulder with
would get through a hard day's work
3 yr-ol- d
horse mule, 3 yr-ol- d
filly with a minimum of exertion, face the
west. A pianist plays best when facbrown, unbranded. Notify
ing the west and worst when facing
L. M, LIVINGSTON, Solano.
the south.
e,

Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M
Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings,
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.
960 ACRE FARM FOR RENT
The F. 0. White Farm near Mills i
Best improved farm on the mesa. Has.
good wells, barns, house and fences.
FRANK SEIDEL, Roy, N. M.

Many people do not know what a bank's Capital is
for, or the difference between a bank of little or no
crpital and one with a large Capital.

Bargain: One hundred sixty
acres near Mills, at $ 10 per acre
Twenty-fiv- e
acres in cultivation
and two room house.
Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,

Agt's

A Banks Capital
is the fund

that protects the depositors fom ldss;

FOR SALE
there-

fore the larger it is. the greter protection the depositor
This bank has a
has.

For You
think-R- oy

Case Tractor,
32-6-

first-cla-

ss

con-

Huber Bean Huller.
and
Saunders Gang
4

'

,

t

,

F. B. MISNER, Mills, N. M.

is--

"Bank"

0

2 Tandem Discs, Harrowst
tooth Drag Harrows.
All this machinery is good as new,
priced to sell. Will take part payment in White-Face- d
Cattle.

A Total o- f$108,000.00
This means that we must lose $108,000.00 before
our depositors could lose a cent. This protection -

When you think

20-4-

dition,

Plows.

Captal of
$50,000.00
Surplus fund of
3.000.Q0
Undivided profits of
5.000.00
Additional Stockhold,
ers Liability,
50,000.00

AUCTIONEER!

What's the matter with

at Daddy Day's Feed Yard,

Thomas A. Whelan

Eugene Palmer

DRINKS

PUBLIC SALE

WHAT IT MEANS

O

Dr.. T. F. Self has had his Sanitar
ium finished with a coat of stucco and
spatter-das- h
finish, which adds a lot
to the appearance of his already fine
building. E. F. Henry ,of course, k
the artist.

RE-FRESHI-

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

Philip Sanchez, Secretary
Carlysle Boulware is hauling corn
to market in Roy with his new Case
tractor. He brings a hundred bushels
a trip'in two wagons and mud seems
to have no terrors for him.

"Z-typ- e"

HAVE

Now Located in the

-

Mrs. Eduvigen Garcia has been visiting at Ocate the past two weeks,

,

Bohanon's
Barber Jbhop

-

Coók-stove- s;

remember, WE

THE LARGEST STOCK
OF CANDY IN TOWN.

By the way are YOU
ONE OF TI1E FEW
WHO DON'T BUY
OUR BREAD, PIES
AND CAKES,
EAT
OUR CANDIES, AND
ICE CREAMS, DRINK
OUR COOL AND

ul

Oil

CANDIES
Mason's and Loose Wiles
Fancy boxes or in bulk
Any kind you want and

Tf.e "Burnlnj Stone."
Sulphur is one of the oldest known Col. F. O. White, Auctioneer,
elements; the ancient Assyrian al
chemists regarded It as the principle
of combustion on account of Its own
inflammability, and termed It "brim
meaning
literally burning
stone,"
stone.

Paul C. Haines and Calvin, Jones
and their wives are the management
Cravens Plumlee has finished at
of the new."Elite" Cafe, in the Ap-the Univttiity of New Mexico at Albuilding. It is fixed up really
buquerque and has accepted his old fel
and they are going to have a
position as clerk at the Fairview
family is reveling in cream
The
good patronage.
Pharmacy for the summer. Hia years
and homemade butter' since the
Auto
Wanted.-On- ly
Mechanic
of a jersey cow to our house at college has improved him wonderfully and his future is limited in. pos- first class need apply.keeping equipment. Mrs. ' wanted
State experNotice To Contractors
ience.
goat ánd "we" wanted a cow, so we sibilities only by his ambition.
PHILLIPS BRO. GARAGE,
compromised on a Jersey, and bought
Tucümcari, N. Mex.
'
Notice is hereby given that bids
her, at Anderson's sale near Mills. A
will be received for. the erection
cow is really a better pet than a dog
or many other, useless animals.
of a school building in District
Rosendo Rodriguez and Gaspar
Garcia will have ai place for their
spending money for a while. They
started wrestling in front of the Roy
Pool Hall Saturday night, fell through
a plate glass window and smashed it
to smithereens.
About a hundred
dollars will replace the broken glass
and. paying for it will teach them
both a lesson maybe worth the price.

SODA FOUNTAIN
The best fountain in town
and we have the best Ice
Creara you ever tasted.
TRY US

m

Beck Motor Co.

he-thi-

AND

CAS&

V...- -

Pure Drug3 and Chemicals

KODAKS

VmVESSAL

.

That we make '"Bread like
mother makes rr. W e
make the most Homelike
Bread ever made in a bak-re- y
and we ask you to try
a loaf and be convinced.

750

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

hiding behind petticoats
A
doesn't appeal strongly to the mas
culine instinct, but hidden behind a
skimpy, abbreviated modern skirt it
has an element of the ludicrous in it
which makes the proverbial ostrich
with her head in the sand seem a real
ly wise bird.

'SSI

March 5, MM, the Ferd Motor vCo,
a
dvjmced he prices of-- Ford
cars be.
cause tt ithe increased cost of jwodu
ctwa. JS peetfie nnouRcement was
deemed necessary at the time, but

r

office.

n

KNOW

A

Trust & Savings!

We write Fire: Tornado Insur-

ance.
Bentley&Krabbenschmidt, Agt's
Hot Blast Heating stove
Bed and Springs

Inquire at

THE ROY .TRUST& SAVINGS BANK

S-- A

$25
30

Office

The Sunflower.

The modern sunflower was formerly
called solsoece, the sun follower. In
iliose days the marigold was called
the sunflower.

;

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

fr.o.ww)

Municipal School UIMrlrt of the Yillflfte
S. hool Hondo.
of Roy,
NOTICE IS HJSlUSBSr IUVKN: That the
undersigned, Irvln Ondeo, Sr., clerk of
the Board of Education, of the Village
of Roy, of the State of New Mexico,
will on Thursday, the ith day of July,
1920, at the hour of four o'clock In the
afternoon of aald day at the office of
the Spanish American, In Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, offer for sale and
'sell at public auction to the highest
and best bidder for cash $50,000 school
bonds of the municipal school district
of the Village of Roy, of the State of
New Mexico, bearing six per centum
interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of the denominations of $500.00 each, dated, August.
1, 1920, due August 1, 1950, redeemable
at the option of the Board of Education at any time after ten years from
date, said bonds shall not be sold for
less than ninety five cents on the dollar and accrued interest, l'rlnclpal and
Interest shall be payable at a banking
house In New York City or at the office
of the treasurer of said Board of Education In Roy, New Mexico, at the option of the holders. Bids will be received for the whole or any part of said
bonds and the undersigned reserves the
right to reject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, fifteen
per centum to be bald at the time the
bid la accepted and the balance on the
delivery of the bonds. Bids must be
unconditional.
If a bidder desires to
send a bid by mall, he must transmit
with the bid a certified check for fifteen per centum of the amount of the
bid.
The assessed valuation of said municipal school district Is $1,050,000.00, and
except this Issue of bonds and another
Issue of $7,500.00, said municipal school
district has no Indebtedness, either
bonded or otherwise.
Dated, this 2nd day of June, 1920.
Irvln Ogden, Sr.,
B,
Clerk.

and

II, F. Thornton

C.

E.

Ha-il-

Perdieron and French .Draft Horses
Mammoth Jacks, Roan Durham, Short
Horn and Hereford Cattle

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

Shropshire Sheep
FOR SALE

Clayton, New Mexico

,

General Blacksmith

DENTIST

and
Machine Work,

H. S. Murdoch

D.D.S.of

J.

Dr. J. A. STEVENS, D.V.M.

Graduate Veterinarian

D. Wade,

Prop'r

July, 12 to 17th

3 on 25,

WANTED

GARAGE

ROY,

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
'
".
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.
Phone

' AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY

Springer, will be in

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
;
'C" of
J une, 7, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Seo.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
of
of Roy. N.M- Webb Kidd,
Serial No. 026789, we will offer
at public sale, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than 12,00 per acre, at
10 o'clock, A. M., on the 9th day of
Aug. 1920 next,at this office, the following tract.of land; NEi-NSec. 7,
T18 N, R26E.,
NMFM
The sale will not le kept open, but
will be declared closed when those pre
sent at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammount
thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised or
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
710

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
á
June 7, 1920,

TP-AC-

Classified
Ads

Dealers and Shippers of

Poland China Hogs

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED
PUBLIC LAND SALE

ey

T

E

above-pescrib-

Will be in Roy for some
time,
See him for Veterinary
work.

Call early and let us exaroin
If you want to buy or sell any For Sale 300 Cap, "Sharpless"
your teeth. NO CHARGE
cream separator, nearly new. Sell to
Fstiitm Note.
kind
of Real Estate, see- FOR
CONSULTATION.
A smile Is cooler In summer and
get larger one. Cash or note. C. C.
Office at Kitchelle Hotel Bentley&Kcabbenschmidt, Agt,s MOORE, Mosquero, N. M.
warmer in winter limn a frown.

2

"C-- '

!

J

of 5

NOTICE Is hereby given that, a
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to tho
application of Emma M. Laumbach, of
Roy, N.M.
wo
Serial No. 026904,
will offer at public sale, to the high
est bidder, but at not less than $2. 60
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
6th day of Augus:.1920' next, at this
office, the following tract of land:
NEi-SW- J,
& Lot 7, Sec. 31, T. 18N
N. M. P. M.
R 27 E
The sale will not be kept open, but
will bo declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the high
est bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there
of.
Any persons claiming adversely the

land are advised to
their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated lor sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

above-describ-

file

7--

9

--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale

t

Yonkers Statesman.

U S Land Office

M.H OF SCHOOL BONDS
OF CH001, 1MSTKICT NO. 4S, OK
THE 'OTTVTY OF .MORA, STATE OF

XOTICT! WF

6--

Mora, Mora County, New Mexico, on
the 19th day of July, Á. I). 1920, Twelve
(12) Negotiable Bonds of the denomina0
tion tof Two Hundred Fifty and DisDollars ($250.00) each, of School
County of Mora, of
trict No. 46, of the Mexico.
Said Bonds
the State of New
to become due not less than Twenty
(20) nor more than Thirty (30) yearn
after date, and redeemable at thepf
pleasure of the School Directors
School .Disrlct No. 46, of the County f
.Mora at any time, after ten years from
the date of said bonds. Said bonds shall
per
bear interest at the rate of
tent'per annum. Interest payable semiannually at the office. of the Countyo
Treasurer of Mora County, New
in the Town of Mora, New Mexico,
said Bonds will be sold to the highest
Provided
bidder therefor, for cash.
'however, said. Treasurer cannot accapt
any bids for said bonds which is less
Dollai.
'than Ninety (90) Cents onS. the
BROWN,
FRED
Treasurer of Mora County, N. 3d.
By THILIP Nj SANCHEZ, Deputy..
no-1-

write Hail Insurance.
Bentley&Krabbenschmidt, Agt's
We

NliAV MKXICO.

NOTICE Is hereby given that I, the
undersigned Treasurer of the County of
Mora, of the State of New Mexico, will
offer for sale and sell, at the town of

BUDDIES
Get in touch with your local Post. You can use the
Mank below in making application for membership. The
membership fee is now $3.00 per year. We need you. You

NOTICE

vs.

Application for Membership in the
AMERICAN LEGION

tienry unuron,

Address '.
Military Organization
I hereby subscribe to the constitution of THE
AMERICAN LEGION and apply for enrollment in

N. W.
May 29, 1920.

14,

1920.

t
Claimant names as witnesses:
Andres Gonzales, Donaldo Quintana,
Emilio Lucero. Elias Sena, all of Sabinoso, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DEIXUIH3,
3

;

notice:

Reriter.
for publication

No..-L--

....-Pos- t,

..

.

Q MV

.

o,

al

of Roy, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELOADO.
Register.
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El Dorado Hotel
--

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas,

FRANCISCO

field In 1918.

1NLM.

PEDIGREED

Marquise Wheat
Kersan Late Oat
Recleaned SEED FOR SALE
ALSO

'

REGISTERED HEREFORD
CATTLE
AND POLAND CHINA HOGS

NOTICE OF CONTEST
Department of the Interior
United States Land Office
Santa Fe, N. M., May 20, 1920
To Ray R. Lang, of Dawson, N. M.,

La Cueva Farm
& Cattle Co.
La CUEVA, NexMex.

Agt's

E

For Sala Red and Llack amber
Cane Seed, Hag find German Millet
seed, lto 10 lih-grad- e
Durham
cows and registered Durham iull, 2
years old, also
Parham
bull. These cattle are from an Iowa
Dairy Herd and good stuff. Tuberculin inspected in Iowá and N. M. a id
"
passed.
x
E. M. DUKEMINIER,
14 Pd.
Mills, N. M.

2

Get Yours at

Roberts &Olver's
FREE!

Registe!
May 29, 1920.

-

DELGADO,

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N; M.
v
May 21, 1920
Notice ,is hereby given that Matilde
Gonzales, of Mills, Mora Co., N. lit,
who on December 6th, 1915, made H.
E., No. 025361, for Lots 2, 3, 4, SH
NWH. WH SWH, Section 1, Twp.
21N., Rng 24E., N. M. P. M., has filed
.

notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
' land above
described, before F. H.
'
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,
I
N. M, on the 8th day of July, 1920.
I
Claimant names, as witnesses:
Ui3ulo Ganzales, Felez Cordoba,
Fermin Madrid, Mazimo Madrid, all
of Mills, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
'
Register
Prepare for "Leisure Year."

"lei-ure-

Extraordinary
Sale
We wish to announce to our Friends and
Patrons that we have just received a very
fine selection of beautiful merchandise, that ...
we bought in the early market at very mod- erate prices. We assure our customers that
in looking, through this beautiful selection
they wilt find something to fill the taste of
the most fastidious.
LADIES' SILK DRESSES IN GEORGETTES AND TAFFETAS, IN ALL
COLORS, SUCH AS TAN, BLUE, NAVY,
'
PINK, ETC.
This assortment of dresses compares very
favorably with those shown in large market
centers, such as Denver, Kansas City, etc.
The prices are the lowest seen in this town.
We also have Ladies' and Men's low shoes
in tans and black, in Kid, Patent and Gun

military or naval organizations of the
United States or the National Guard
of any of the several states'.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry will
be canceled without further right tc
be heard, either before this office or
on appeal, if you fail to file in this
officel within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice
as shown below, your answer, undei
oath,: specifically responding to thest
allegations of contest, together with
due proof that you have served a cop;
of your answer on the said contestan:
either in person, pr by registered mail
You should state in your answer th
name of the postoffiee to which you
lesire future notices to be sent to you
FRANCISCO,
D2LGAT0,

i'irst Publication

May 21, 1920
Notice is hereby given that James
A. Baker, of Mills, Mora County, N.
M., who on May 18th, 1915, made
Homestead Entry No. 017817, for
NWH Section 13, Twp. 22N., Rng.
24E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at Roy,
N. M., on the 8th day of July, 1920.

fac-nltl- es

Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Henry
Garzina, who gives Roy, N. M., as his
postoffiee address, did on April 3, 1920
file in this office his duly corroborated
application to contest and secure the
cancellation of your Homestead En'
try No.
Serial No. 035235, made
July 26, 1919, for E
EH NE
Sec. 23; SW4, WH NW14, Sec.
24; NW4, Sec. 25, and EH NEH,
Section 26, Twp. 19N., Rng. 24E., N.
M. P. M., and as grounds for his contest he alleges that you have wholly
abandoned your homestead entry; that
you have not established residence nor
improved the land in any way, and
that said absence from the land was
not due to your employment in the

New Mexico.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Long life Is not worth while unless It
Register Is actlv. Merely to exist In dull and
passive contemplation of the Immediate environment Invites the verdict
BLACK-LEVACCINE
"Retter dead." Men and women who
U. S. lirand, governmest approved, hope to live lone and retalnthelr
should.
Baltimore physician
guaranteed.
ave that calf.' He is
valuable. Write me if interested or is to he believed, take tC little thought
In advance for I lie "vork of the
"
see me. T. J. Heimann, Roy, N. M.
yearn.

SE,

Swat the Fly!

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ccvtH-t--

:

Mrs. Henry Krnbbenschmidt.

Register

Paz Valverde

,

D, ÍSÍ1, Ur butler securing the pay surance on automobiles.
ment of a certain promissory note or
even date therewith for the sum of Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register

4--

NTi

'

Mat

George W. Hale, W. E. Cunning
Any persons claiming adversely the
above described land are advised to ham, B. E. Moyer, A. L. Early, all of
file their claims or objections, on or Mills, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
before the time desiirnated for sale
Register

'

é

Good Bedstead, Springs and
tress, TO SELL!

Claimant names as witnesses:

of.

.

Tourists

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santo Fe, N. M.
May 21, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
L. Early, of Mills, Mora County, N.
M., who on October 10th, 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 025765, for S
Section 9, Township 22N., Rango 21
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster
U. S. Commissioner at Roy New Mexico, on the 8th day of July, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J.A.Baker, George W. Hale, George
Higgins, Maximo Madrid, all of Mills,

-

it:

'

.

m
of Roy, Mora county.
(corporation,
andlLand-Seeker- s
.State st New Mexico, in a certain
Chattle Mortgage, executed and de Will fwd this the right place.
livered to it on the 20th day of April,
A. P., 1917, by J. M. George, of Roy,
uaid county and state, and duly filed
with the County .Clerk of said County
We write Fire and Theft Inof Mora, on the 24th day of April, A.

other than the costs of these proceedings, I, C. L. Justice, Cashier of said
Roy Trust k Savings Bank, will on
the 21st day of June, K. D 1920, offer for sale st public suction to the
highest and best bidder therefor 25
head of horses, stallions, mares, one
and colts, at said
and two year-old- s
town of Roy, between the legal houra
of sale, for the purpose of paying tht
balance due and unpaid on said note
and the expense of this sale.
C. L. JUSTICE,
By Attorney J. B. Lusk.
This 24th day of May, 1920.

Mexico,

.

Department of the Interior
The South Half of the Northeast
Qnirter and the North Half- of the U, S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Four.
Southrast Ouarter 01 Section Rang-.May 18, 1920
Nineteen, "North,
Township
Signature ot Applicant.
Notice is hereby given that Bruce
Twenty Six, Kas of the New Mexico
Principal Meridian.
.And, said defendants, and each of E. Moyer, of Mills, Mora Co., N. M.,
You helped give lihe Boche all that was coming to him.
them are ttrrtheT notified that unless who, n December 8, and December 12
they enter their appearance herein on 1916, made Homestead Entrys No.
Have you got anything coming to you? Have you had any
or before the T9th day of July. 1920.
-.
inJudgment will be rendered against them 023476, and No. 028883, for Lot 4,
trouble with your compensation, vocational training or
by default.
SEH SWH, Section 18, T. 22N., Rng.
any
got
treatment,
medical
you
need
in
of
Are
surance?
That the name and postoffice address 25E,
Clayton, N. M. SHSW, SH
is W. R. Holly,
of TllntlTfs
undelivered Liberty Bonds, any red
back pay coming, any,
Springer, New Mexico.
'
SEH, Sec. 13, NH
Section 24
'
'
'
my
of
end
seal
WITNESS,
the
hana
want
you
cut?.
tape
a
saM
Mora' County, New Twp, 22N., Rng 24E1, N; M. Pj Me
Mexlci'thm 2ttt- day of May, 1920.
ridian, has filed notice of intention to
'
'r,l;'-,., E Í FABIAN CHAVEZ,' ' make Three Year Proof, ta establish
'ROY POST NO. 33,
V
' '
(SEATJ)
' Clerk of Said Court. claim to the land above described, beEy Ivuli Pacheco, Deputy.
'.'' American Legion,
..
- i fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission
5 TI.
er, t Ma office at Roy, N.
on the
..
Roy, New Mexico.
2nd day of July, 1920.
FOR' SALE:
Some Good
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mirk Cows, 7 mules north of Roy James Baker, George Hale, O. Ar- Ten Thousand Tona of Poison Gas.
bogast, Frank Burris, all of Mills, N.
Poison jas weighing 10,000 tons wai Priced to eell
'
supplied to the British armies In th
CALVIN JONES M.

-

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
in Booms
Cold
and
Water
Hot
)
COUNTY OF MORA
homelike Hotel
quiet,
A
FORECLOSURE OF CHATTLE
one block from the
MORTGAGE
Depot, in the
Whereas, by virtue of authority giv-- n
Bank,
&
Savings
a
.Roy
Trust
the
Main Business District

$1546.33, on which nete there remains
due end unpaid tie earn of $1115.01

) No.

e

-- County; Dept,

,

Department of the laterlnr
N. 1.
Land Office atX Santañ Fe.
. I
1
NOTICE Is hereby given that Dokires
lien-.icRomero, ol Hoy, Mora County, New Addl-tionwho, on July 1, 191S, made
Homestead Entry, No. 023971. ior
,the LV NE 14 and Eft SE14, Section 12,
j ownsnip i
Aano it j.,
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Three Year Proof, to tb-,iis- h
claim to the land above described,r,
U. S. CommisHion-ebefore W. H W'lllcox,
at Roy, Mora County, New Mexico,
12,
1920.
on July
Luis Sandoval, Alturo Montoja, Juan
IWluro Homero ami .acunas cucu, n
'U. 8.

Henry

t

Civil Occupation

Departmeat of lac Iatrrtor
at Santa Be,

t

Mrs.

Church and all unknown
claimants of .Interests In
the complaint adverse to )
the premises described In )
the plaintiff, Defendants )
The above named defendants, Henry
Church, Mrs. Henry Church and all unknown claimants of interests In the
premises described in the complaint ad
verse to the plaintiff, are hereby notl
fied that the above entitled action has
been commenced by the above named
plaintiff
the above named defendants, the KeneTal objects of which
to
nulet in plaintiff th title
action are
to the real property hereinafter deSTib-e- d
and that plaintiffs title be established and that thei above named defendants, and each of them, be barred rnd
forever estopped from having or claiming- any rlRht, title or Interest In and
to said real property. Ttie real property affected by this action ty which It Is
followsouKht to quiet title belng-thing described real property, situate, lying and being in Mora County, New

Name

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

July

)

)ss.
County of Mora.
)
la the DiMrlrt Court Thereof, Fourth
Iiiritrlal Ulxtrlet '
George O. Cable, Plaintift

Me-:l-

NOTICE is hereby given that Emilio
Garcia, of Sabinoso, New Mexico, who,
on May 19, 1916, made Homestead Entry Serial No. 025571, for the.E'A Section 24, Township 17 N., Range 24 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice Of
intention to make Three Year Pnonf,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before .W. H. Wllle.ox, U. .8.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexioo, on

OP TFA'DENCY OF ACTION

State oí New Mexico,

meed us.

(6)

'U. S. Land Office

Department of the Interior
at Clayton N M
1920
"C"
June. 7, 1920
Notice is hereby given that as directed by the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of Sec- 2465, R S. pursuant to the application
of Webb Kidd, of Roy.' N. M.
Serial No, 02G624, we will offer atDnb.
He sale, to the highest bidder,
but at
not less than 2,00 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M, on the 9th day of Au?. 1920, next
at this office, the following tract of
land;NEi-SWl;Sl-NW- J
Sec 6 T 18 N.
R 25E, N M P M
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding, The person making the high,
est bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there-

GERMAN MILLET, $3.00 1001b
Cane Hay and Shredded Com,
$15.00 a ton.
Mont Woodward, Roy, N.M.

'
'

;

;

r

'
.

,

:

.

Metal, in all styles.

CHILDREN'S LOW AND HIGH SHOES
IN ALL STYLES AND QUALITIES.
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S STRAW
HATS. ..
We also, carry a complete line of Grocer- íes and pur prices are the lowest. Come and
take a looíf at this wonderful sale. The values
are extraordinary. You will be convinced
that this is the most wonderful offer of desirable merchandise ever seen in Roy and vipin--

ity.

:;

r

Luján&Sons
.

;.

v7

ROY, N. Y.

V

tIEVS TO DATE
111

has burled part of the
illage of Aehnpnyns, In the province
f Chlmborazo. Fourteen bodies have

PARAGRAPHS

been unearthed.

Many persons

injured.

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

--

PEOPLE.
Unlo

New

oom.
A body, believed to be that of an
American officer, was found In the III
ver, near Feldklrch, Austria, by fish
ermen, it is neiieveu tne man was
drowned while escaping from an Austrian prison camp toward Switzerland.
The Austrian commission sent to Bel
grade to negotiate for foodstuffs and
other supplies, has reported that the
Serbs are unwilling to accept luxuries
In exchange, which are all Austria has
to offer. Neither will the Serbs accept
Austrian money.
Cantonese women are planning to
establish a match factory at Canton,
China, and have Issued a prospectus In
an effort to obtain $000,000 for the
purpose.
The. women themselves in
tend that the factory shall be owned
and managed entirely by them.
A severe earthquake shock occurred

Service.

WESTERN
The Yule tennis team won the Inter
collegiate championship by defeating
University of California four matches
to two. Both teams had been unde
feated tins season
Reductions In the wholesale prices
of various styles of shoes of from Ik
cents to $2 u pair have been an
Bounced by officials of three of the
largest shoe manufacturing establish
ments in St Louis.
The plant of the Manitowoc Shipbuilding Company was sold to C. C,
Went for $410,000. The plant originally cost about $1,500,000. Mr. West will
reorganize the concern and continue
operations at Manitowoc, Wis.
Dr. C. H. Mayo of Rochester, Minn
has Just received the distinguished
service medal. It was pinned on bin
bv Mil lor General Wood. Announce
ment of the award of this medal to
Mayo was made some time ago.
Follette ol
Si.niit..r liolifit M.
Wisconsin was operated upon at Si
Mary's hospital at Rochester, Mian
for removal of the gall sac. The oper
ation was successful, according to an
uouneenient made by surgeons, but w
more serious than anticipated.
00,500
automobiles
Approximately
will be produced by the ten motor ca

throughout Formosa, Japan, according
to advices received at Tokio. The cen
ter of the disturbance was near Ywa-leon the eastern coast. There were
some casualties and damage to build

ALBANIA LEADER
SITUATION

RIOTS PROTEST

Service.

h

SHOT IIJ STREET

PASHA
sixteen gruduates
June
dereceived their bachelor' of science
grees, two in agriculture, seven in engineering, five in home economics and DEMONSTRATIONS
M.,

12-1-

two in general science.
According to reports of the county
agent nearly 40 per cent of the land
In Curry county, New Mexico, is planted to wheat this year, e estimate be
ing 55,000 acres. Rettev than 5,000
acres will he planted to kaffir, maize
and other row crops.
Gallup, N. MM Is to have the finest
candy factory in the state if the present plans of Louis M. Gollno are car
Mr. Gollno recently pur
ried out.
chased the establishment of Pete Vidal
and will convert the pluce into a mod
ern candy and ice cream factory to be
known as the Gallup Candy and Ice
Cream Company.
Mit Slmms, acting governor of Ari
zona, signed an agreement whereby flu1
state secures the right of way for a
bridge over the Southern Pacific rail
road near Irene, Ariz. As soon us the
agreement was signed, the state high
way department iiiiniiiinced it had sen
to the site und the con
cont
struction would begin at once.
According to reports of the Southwestern Oil Company at Tularosu, N
M., Hie drill is now down 1,400 feet
and the geologists who selected the
site feel much encouraged over the
prospects. The drill wus stopped sev
eral davs on account of a breakdown,
but since starting ugaln several show
lugs of oil have been found.
Upon the motion of William H. Bur
ees, chief counsel for the defendants,
trial of the Bisbee deportation cases
wus continued from July 14th to No
vember 8th, when the "blanket case,'
involving about 150 defendants, will be
called In the Superior Court ut Tomb
stone, Ariz. County Attorney Robert
N. French acquiesced in the request
for a continuance.
In the annual Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps gallery target con
test recently completed, the team rep

t

ings.
Mrs. Mabel Caster, wife of the Thar
has been
of St. Paul's, Greenwich,
She was
killed by her pet donkey.
stopping in the country with her chil
dren nod was feeding the animal In
the stable when It kicked her down,
bit and trampled on her.
Preparations are being made both by
the government and the municipality
to receive In a few days several bun
dred delegates from the whole world
who will meet at Genoa for the Inter
national seamen's labor conferences.
delegates will be pres
.ndustrles In Indianapolis this year, The American
and the total sales value of these ma ent only as observers.
King George V. of England baa won
chines will be $167,337,500, according
to B. A. Worthingion, chairman of the a verdict for $52,575 in the Supreme
industries committee of the lndlanap- Court In a suit against Krnest Hurrah,
nils Chamber of Commerce. His state a broker. The king sued for $172,000
ment was made on a survey of the au on a contract for 2.,000 tons of scrap
steel for delivery to Italy. The con
tomobile industry.
resenting the preparatory department
through J. P. Morgan
The United States Is In no danger tract wus made
the New Mexico College of Agiicul
of
was a counter
of exhausting its coal supplies In th k Co. The defense
ture and Mechanic Arts rolled up the
nrose
over
trouble
the
The
claim.
sup
years'
7,000
iieiir future, for about
grund aggregate score of 1,743 out ol
ply Is available, S. M. Darling of the reports of inspectors and alleged de
possible 2,000, their nearest rival bea
Bureau of Mines told the tweirtn an lays in delivery.
ing the West Texas Military Academy,
Herr Wustrow, German consul at Ta with a score of 1,713.
nuul convention of the Internationu
He est
Railway Fuel Association.
briz, Persia, committed suicide, accord
Reduced frelglit rates on ores, con
mated the supply of mlnable coal a ing to a dispatch from Teheran, while
and sulphurets from A.k) to
centrates
con
year's
3.553,637,100,000 tons. Last
the consulate was being besieged by a
1 hundas.
Globe. Miami and
Hiivileu.
sumption, he said, was 530,000,000 tons crowd demanding the surrender of
El Paso has been granted by the state
who
it
was
at
Bolshevists,
Persian
Overflowing of a levee along th
corporation commission, subject to tl.e
build
Gila river, about five miles from Yuma leged, were being harbored in the
approval of the Interstate Commerce
When the crowd appeared the
Ariz., was diverted toward the Gulf of ing.
Application for a redi
Commission.
comply
with
to
re
their
consul
refused
California a part of the Gllu s flow
50 per cent or more was made
of
lion
In
which
which otherwise would have gone, Int quest. Sharp fighting ensued,
Freight und Traffic Bu
was dur h'v the Pacific
the Colorado river, which has been a machine guns were used. It
u.
rea
son
flood stage recently. As a result, th ing the disturbances that Wustrow
Lawrence Law, the
3olorndo gauge fell rapidly and flood committed suicide.
of Mr. and Mrs. James of La Lande,
danger is believed past. There are n
GENERAL
X. M., accldcntly shot himself with i
nierous farms in the district where tli
Five persons were killed and more .22 rifle while camping on the Pecos
Gila levee gave way, but no reports of than 100 injured in au explosion at the rlvei. The boy had been looking for
damage bad been received,
plant of the Mason Tire and Rubber rabbits and having run one into a log
tympany at Keut, twelve miles from took his gun to pound on the log to
WASHINGTON
frighten him out. While holding the
Akron, Ohio.
In
Sun
Federal decrees rendered
by the muzzle it wus discharged
gun
The torpedo boat destroyer Satterlee
Francisco denying Knock Jan Fat ad
und the bullet passed entirely through
speed
records
for
American
broke
nil
on
his
country
retui
to
this
mission
the boy's body, killing him instantly.
from China were set aside by the Su in her standardization trials off Rock
son of
Teddy Brass, the
a
mile at the
jireme Court. The Supreme Court or land, Me., when she made
G. M. Brass, who lives near Clayton
dered that a writ of habeas corpus be rate of 38.257 knots. The best previous
met with a serious accident
granted and that there be a retrlul o record of 37.01 knots, was held by the X. M.,
driving
three mules to a .disk
while
destroyers Dent and Wickes.
the case.
harrow. The team had Just turned at
Herman
oi
Sell,
last
the
Edwurd
Dr.
The Supreme Court has refused
the end of the field when one of the
the seven physicians who organized
interfere with decisions of the Non
traces broke loose and hit one of th
Dakota Supreme Court declaring con the American Academy of Medicine in mules on the foot, frightening it ho
widely
He
wus
known
t876,
is
dead.
stitutlonal a series of state constitu
that it ran away. The boy's foot caught
for his discoveries in connection with
tional amendments and statutes to ca
the harrow and he wus dragged over
in
the treatment of the alcoholic and drtifc
rv into effect an Industrial program
a mile, when bis older brother noticed
in
was
Pennsylvania
He
born
stat
habits.
North Dakota and permitting
the runaway and came to the rescue.
bond issues to finance the enterprises eighty years ago.
Within a few weeks the United
meeting of the head
Arthur E. Newhold, a member oi
A
Mining Company of Jerome,
Verde
of the accounting departments of the the firm of Drexel & Co., and of J. P.
will
start lis project to steam
Ariz.,
In
&
Co.,
dropped
.Morgan
his
dead
of
administration
railway
United States
14,000,000
tons of rock off the
He
fin
had Just
shovel.
preparatory to winding up the affair fice at Philadelphia.
of the railways during federal con tro' ished his luncheon. He wus 01 years side of a mountain in order to expose
copper ore bodies that have been burnold.
has been held.
ing for years from their own sulphur
country
Caruso,
home
Enrico
of
The
steam
passenger
two
Allocation of
content.
Assistant General Manager
Y.,
N.
Hampton,
tenor,
wat
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President Wilson lias mr.de recess William Wllkie of Grey Eagle, Minn., economical mining methods known.
iipiMiiiit'iients' of Henry Jones Ford oi vas elected president of the National
State commissions in Arizona, NeNew Jersey, Mark W. Rotter of New Editorial Association at the last sesand New Mexico have joined in
vada
BosYork and James Duncan of Massa- sion of the annual convention at
per mile
attacking
petition
a
included
elected
Other,
officers
ton.
of
Inter
the
members
chusetts to be
E. E. Brodle of Oregon City, Ore., vice
rutes and the petition has been
,
state Commerce Commission.
president, und W. W. Aikiens oi submitted to the Interstate Commerce
Upon completion of his Investigation
Franklin, Ind., treasurer.
Commission, according to F. A. Jones
of the national airplane fund, AssistIs made for the establishof
Provision
the ' Arizona Corporation Commisant District Attorney Kllroe Intends to ment of a home for "respectable bach sion. Commissioner Jones said the accull Henry Woodhouse, u governor ol elors and widowers" In the will ol tion was being brought on. the ground
the Aero Club of America, before tilt Marcus I Ward, son of New Jersey'
that the rate wus unreasonable und ungrand Jury to explain an alleged Civil war governor, probated, and d!s lawful, in violation of sections 1, 2 and
charge of wholesale grafting from the posing of an estate valued at mort 3 of the interstate commerce act, and
Men applying for ti that it discriminated in favor of Utah,
government by aircraft manufacturers than $3,000,000.
during the war. This contemplated place in the home "must be whit Colorado, Wyoming, Montana and the
albachelors or widowers who havi Interior of California, where the rate
action follows Mr. Woodhouse's
leged refusal to answer such ques- through misfortune lost the meant is only 3 cents a mile.
tions at an Informal hearing recently. they once liad for support."
The Desert Power and Water ComJoseph M. Quigly of Rochester, N pany of Kingman, Mohave county, AriThe State Department was notified
president of the In- zona, serving power to the Tom Reed
from Antilla, Cuba, that Captain Stout Y., was
n
of the American steam yacht Dolphin ternational Association of Chiefs of Po and other mining concerns of the
district, has petitioned the star
diot Claude Moore, a seaman aboard rice at the closing session of the or
the vessel, in the port of Caya Ambl, ganlzation's convention at Detroit. St corporation commission for authority
May 25th. Moore died in a hospital Louis was chosen for next year's con to Increase Its rates. The company
cited an increase In operating extwo days later. The captain said he ventlon, winning from New York by
"
'
penses.
He was arrested vote of 85 to 72.
,
fired 'n
and held tinder $200 bond.
The, Mountain
States Telephone
"Sleeping sickness" caused the deatl
The District Supreme Court has of Midshipman Clinton Hodges of Tu- Company has started work on its new
grunted several large packing compan- lare, Calif., member of the third class building, which is the beginning of a
ies an extension of sixty days to
at the naval hospital at Annapolis much Improved system that the comthe court a plun for divesting Md. He had been ill about a week pany will install at Clovis, X. M., durthemselves of activities held not to be This Is the first fatality from (be dis ing tl.e summer.
uWed with the meat business.
ease that ever occurred there.
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IN AVLONA IS GRAVE

ITALIAN

At the twenty-seventannual com
mencement, exercises at Mate lonege,
N.
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Ready for Him.
Mrs. A Does your husband smoke
In the house?
Mrs. B Yes : and I'm glad of it. It
w ill be easy for me to say w here to be- l'Iii If he ever remarks that we must
economize. Boston Transcript.
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Hot water
Sure Relief

FOR INDIGESTION

Shake Into Your Shoes
Sprinkle in the Foot Bath

AND RIOTING

ARE REPORTED FROM TRIEST
AND VICINITY.

ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

E

The Antiseptic, Healing Powder
Wentern Kr wrpaprr Cnlon New

for the Feet,

Servio.

Paris, June 14. Essad Pasha, head
of the Albanian delegation In Paris,
and former provisional president of
Albania, was assassinated here. Three
shots were fired at him by hii Albanian student, two of which took
effect.
Essad Pasha was emerging from the
Hotel Continental in the Rue Castig- llone, when he was suddenly confront
ed by a young man, who later gave
his name us Rustem Aveul, and said
he was an Albanian student. Without
uttering a word Rustem fired two
mots which struck Essad Pasha in the
chest and another shot which went
wild. Essad died shortly afterward.
The assassin was arrested and de
clared the crime was not premediPasha,
Essad
Recognizing
tated.
whom he held responsible for the sufferings of Albania, he said he felt
sudden Impulse and fired the shots
Rustem termed Essad "the Albauian

dictator."
Rome. The situation In Avlona H
grave. Albanian Insurgents have sur
rounded the town and are keeping j
close siege upon it. They have occu
pied the hills a few miles distant from
the town. All telegraphic commuuica
tlon has been Interrupted, roads have
been destroyed and bridges blown up
There Is uncertainty as to the numbei
of insurgents, some reports saylnf
they total 5,000, while In others they

are estimated at 10,000. Nothing
known as to the losses suffered.
A dispatch from Avlona says tlui'
on June 10 rebels attacked the cltj
with cannon tuken from the Italian.
and machine guns and advanced
within about a half mile of the city
In the counter attacks 200 dead were
left behind by the rebels.
Demonstrations and serious rioting
are reported to have occurred In
Triest and vicinity as a protest
igainst the .sending of Italian troops
in Albania. Rifle and revolver shots
and some boml
were exchanged
thrown. A number of casualties are
1

,

f

--

reported.

Later messages from Triest say tin
city is ctilm.
Dispatches received from Janina
trouble in that
Indicated
Aihunlft.
country. It was said an Italian gen
eral had been made prisoner by Al
hnnlans and that Italii.n artillery had
bombarded the village of Ouzutl.
A Central News message received Ir
London reported that' Italian troops.'
withdrawn iron) the Montenegrin .gar
lison of Santa" Quaranta, had enterei
Avlona, Albania.

for Tired, Swollen, Tender Feet,
Corns, Bunions, Blisters, Callouses.
It freshens the feet and makes walking easy. 1,500,000 pounds of powder
í,
for the feet were used by our army
mm navy uurmg lire wr.
fJj-rAsk tor Allen's
'"4
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Foot-Kan- e.

How About YourCatarrh?
Do You Want Real Relief?

away, they
Then Throw Away Your Spraya porarily clear them
until their
promptly
will
and Other Makeshift Treatcause is removed.
ment.
S. S. S. is an antidote to the
nf tin-- Catarrh cermi with
WhyT Simply because yon have
overlooked the cause of catarrh, which your blood is infested. A
and all of your treatment has been thorough course oi wis remeay
Remove the cause of will cleanse and purify your blood,
Misdirected.
p
clogged-uaccumulation! that and remove the disease germs
the
air paisages, and which cause Catarrh.
up
your
choke
For free medical advice write to
they will naturally disappear for
good. But no matter how many Chief Medical Adviser, 101 Swift
local applications you use to tem Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
t..
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Mint Coining Gold Again.

KEEP TROUBLES TO YOURSELF

For the first time

In

four years the

coinage of gold was resumed during
The World, aa a General Thing, Haa May at
the Philadelphia mint, the outAdLittle Use for the Man
put' having been 15,000 double eagles
dicted to Self-PitThough
with a value of $300,000.
working on one shift of eight hours.
The trouble with the man In. a little Instead of two, "the mint also turned
trouble is that he Is Inclined to pity out 8,800,000 pieces of minor coins of
himself and imagine that he Is the the value of $1,427,000. This included
only man who ever bad a trouble.
2.180.000 quarter.
340.000
All he can see in the moment of his 4.000,000 dimes and 3.309,000 peunle.
irritation is Ills own burden. It seems In addition 11,040,00 pieces of sliver
not to occur to him that at the very
and nickel were turned out for the remoment he is wrestling with his diffpublic of Cuba.
iculty thousands of people around him
are fighting against far greater odds
Improved Living Conditions.
and In much greater danger.
Perhaps, as the luxury taxes indiTrouble, anyhow, is a part of the
cate, not far from $8,'0,000,000 have
game of life. Nobody ever went nny- been spent on Indulgence since the
wbere or did anything worth while armistice; yet there nre signs that the
an
or
form
In
one
meeting
it
wthout
masses are not wasting all their Inother. Let others pity you If they creased income. Living conditions for
will, but don't waste any time pitying
the laboring man have Improved, and
vourself.
The chances are that your be will never go back to the conditions
next door neighbor would be tickled of the past. A Cincinnati company in
to death if such troubles as you have the Iron trade reports that there is a
were all lie had to worry about
demand today for 12 hathtuhs where
there was a demand for one ten years
ago. Certainly that Is an Indication
Hard Boiled Eggs.
better living conditions and a sign
of
3. Lester Hynian, a farmer near
progress in the forward march of
of
says that on Kaster morning civilization. World's Work.
be heard one of his Black Langshan
hens cackle In the hennery of his
Friend Father.
fan.i. He hurried to the place, and
'"What do you think about my enthere on the floor lay a nice brown
egg. It was still warm. The man pro gagement to Hurold?" asked Gwendoceeded to the house to fry the egg for lyn.
"I think," replied her father, "that
breakfast.
Giving It to his wife, who was at I om getting to be the senatorial
the stove frying other eggs, he asked branch of this family. My advice and
that this fresh one be cooked for him. consent are considered only when it's
On attempting to crack the egg to too late for them to make any differplace the contents in the skillet. It was ence."
Hymnn's
found to . be
A Roland for an Oliver.
hopes of having a hen that laid
"Did you bear what the fat womeggs were shuttered when his
wife remembered that she had Just an said to the specialist?"
"No; what was Jt?"
placed egg shells taken from boiled
"He told' her not to bant anil she
eggs In the hennery and that the
egg found had undoubtedly been told hhn not to bnnter."
left among them, Indianapolis News.
Agre with a contentious man and
keep on talking; and pretty soon you
That Depends.
"Don't you believe the frjults of any will find lie Is arguing with you.
linrd work compensate for Its toll?"
A talkative man is apt to be as good,
a
"Not whn you are handed
natured as he is foolish.
lemon."
half-dollar-

hard-boile-

Sugar for Canning.
Buenos Aire. The United Statei
government has bought 14,000 tons ol
milllor
Argentine sugar. Thirty-fou- r
pounds of sugar will be available foi
eanncrs und preserve
commercial
during the five months from June 1st
to October 31st, A. W. Riley, special
assistant to Attorney General Palmer
announced at New- York. Assuruncf
iiat the sugar will be provided wen
given, Mr. Riley said, by representa
lives, of the leading refiners.
-

hard-boile-

d

hard-boile-

d

Airplanes Collide, Kill Three.
Bra eg. Calif. I..vnn Mclindy
!'
San Francisco airplane pilot,' and Wal
lace and Clarence Johnson, brothers.
:f Inglenook, Calif., were instantly
kiiled when au airplane In which they
were riding, collided with another ma
chine at an altitude of 1,000 feet am
crashed to the earth in flames.
193 Killed In Explosion.

Berlin. One hundred and ninetythree miners are believed, to have beer
killed by the explosion of a dynaniltt
depot at Anlna, the greut Hunguiiai
coal and Iron mining center, fifty-fivmiles southeust of Temesvar, according
to a dispatcli from the latter city. 'Iliir
others w'ere seriously injured.
e

x

Aiki Chile to Ratify League.
Santiago, Chile. Prompt ratification
of Chile's adherence to the League of
Nations has been asked in the cham
ber of deputies by the foreign minis
ter He said the conclusion of negoti
ations' "for the purchase of warships
from Great Britnln depended upon this
country1 entering the league.
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Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

SENDING TROOPS.
Western Newspaper t'niun New

Bears the
Signature of
Tn TTao

New Mexico
and Arizona

rf

nil V UVerV hottlO Of
I'll
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for lnlants ana cunaren, auu see mm u

Wamlna

News

From. All Over

were

Albanian Insurgents have annihilated
an Italian battalion near Alessio ami
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF Italian warships have shelled that city,
according to a Vienna dispatch to the
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
Exchange Telegraph Company.
THE WORLD.
Crawford, internationally
Clifton
known actor, was found dead In Lon
don in an areawny of the hotel at
DURING THE PAST WEEK hich he was stopping, having fallen
five stories from the window of his

Wntrn Newsppr

Southwest

A landslide

Imoortant to Mothers

STUDENT SLAYS

OEEIGN

Jealous Husband Shoots Wife.
Qulncy, 111. Returning from Quincy,
she bad been spending the ev?n
ing with companions, Mrs. Clyde Humphrey,' 18 years old, was shot and mor
tally wounded by her husband as she
Hum
alighted from an automobile.
phrey stood in the driveway of a neigh-dor'- s
home, and as the machine stopped
md his young wife stepped from It lie
fired, the bu let causing Injuries trom
ivh'ch she died In five minutes. The
.flng took place south of Quincy.

Costs less than coffee

Far more health
Ask yourircerdr
POSTUM instead

of coffee.
"Theresa Reason9
Made lay Postran Cereal Cbaiñe
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line and kill off the Hunting boom.
Some tried to get a
agreement to adjourn flll'Mon-dawithout making a nomination.
There also was a conference between Johnson and Harding supporters In which the Ohionn's supporters
tried without success to have the remaining Johnson strength swung to

WARREN G. HARDING

rV
j(

CALVIN COOLIDGE

y

Harding.
It was the parley' between the

Har-

ding and Lowden men, however, which
apparently bore the most fruit when
the balloting began again.
I.owden at the end of the ninth had
only 121 votes left out of the 307 with
which he ended the eighth, and (enera! Wood's strength had fallen from
".) on the eighth to 24!) on the ninth.
Johnson dropped from 87. to 82.
As the tenth roll call begnn delegates quit Lowden, Wood and Johnson
right and left, and the big hall was in
almost continuous applause as state
after state announced accession to the

Harding standard.
It was reserved for Pennsylvania to
add the crowning touch of enthusiasm.
When the Keystone state was reached
the Ohio senator needed tldrty-twOhio, votes to nominate him and Pennsyl-

í

ination

at

Chicago.

Chicago.

The totals on the tenth
ballot, on which Senator Warren G.
Harding was nominated for president
by the Uepuhlieun convention, follows:
Wood. liifl; Lowden, 11; Johnson,
Harding, GÍI21-4- ;
30
Coolidge, 5;
Hoover, tt
Butler, '2; Knox, 1; Miscellaneous, 28; Lenroot, 1; Hays,.l;
LaFolle.tte, 24. This Is as far as the
voting got when pandemonium broke
loose and prevented completion of the
official roll call.
4--

vania gave ldm sixty.
It was Governor Sproul, himself, the
candidate of his state on every preceding ballot and mentioned "many
times as a possible dark horse to break
the deadlock, who announced the big
Pennsylvania vote for Harding.
Entering the Coliseum floor for the
first time since the balloting began,
he made his way to the Pennsylvania
standard, and, amid cheers, released
the delegates from longer supporting
him. Then he took a poll, got the
floor and threw In the winning Harding votes.
A demonstration of several minutes
followed, most of the delegates and
spectators standing and cheering while
a procession carrying large pictures ol
the candidate and standards of some
of the states that. supported him took
up its march around the hall.
Hut it was too tired a, convention
after the gruelling excitement of two
sweltering days of balloting to long
keep up such a demonstration.
Harding Was Printer.
Warren G. Harding has always been
a resident of Ohio, which state he has
represented as United States senator
since 1!)14. In private business life
be Is publisher of the Marlon, Ohio,

Cnlcago, III. Warren 0. Harding,
United States senator from Ohio, was
nominated for the presidency by the
Republican national convention after a
deadlock which lasted for nine ballots
and which finally forced out of running nil the original favorites. As his
running mate, the convention named
Gov. Calvin Coolidge of Massachusetts,
upsetting a plan of a conmina tion of
the Harding backers to nomínate for
the place Senator Irvine L. Lenroot of
Wisconsin. The collapse of the forces
f Gov. Frank O. Lowden and their
transfer in large part to Senator Harding put the Ohio candidate over. Gen- Star.
He was born on a farm near the
eral Wood lost heavily, however, when
the Harding drift began, and Senator village of Blooming Grove, Morrow
.lolm-ci- i.
the third of the trio of lead County, Ohio, November 2, lHti.1, the

A

U'Wi
Governor of Massachusetts, Who Was
Nominated on" the Republican
Ticket at Chicago for
Vice President.

senator bus owned It there has never
been a strike or a threatened one.
Senator Harding is closely Identified
with many other large business enterprises In Marion and other parts of
the, state. He Is director of a bank
and several large manufacturing plants
and Is a trustee of the Trinity Baptist church.
Mr. Harding has twice represented
the Thirteenth Senatorial District of
Ohio in the state legislature and served
At
one term as lieutenant governor.
the 1014 election Harding was elected
United States senator by a majority
of more than 10 MM), running "3,000
ahead of the next highest on the
tickel. In the Senate he Is a member
of the comnilllee on foreign relations.
Senator Harding married Miss Flor-

Wm''i

,4.

lift

31

H0

on the early balloting, also went
titeadily down hill.
Entering the convention as n candidate distinctly of the "dark horse''
class, Senator Harding got only 64
votes on the first ballot, and on the
second he dropped to .Mi.
When the convention adjourned at
I he end of the fourth ballot he had 61.
In
.conferences among the
party chiefs, however, he was mentioned many times as the most likely,
deadlock
to break the nomination
should neither Wood, Lowden nor
Johnson take a commanding lend.
They all failed to do so. Wood and
race
Lowden running a
for the leadership on four ballots,
while the strength of the California
candidate dwindled stendily.
Meantime Harding pushed his total
to 13;. Individual delegates from many
states swinging to him from the columns of the leaders and of their favorite sons. Johnson managers, fearing a landslide was impending, then
made a last play to save the fortunes
of their candidate. They moved to recess for a couple of hours in order to
take an Inventory hnd seek a new
combination.
The Wood and Lowden forces, both
virtually at the peak of their strength
and disheartened at the long string of
ballots without material gains, fell In
with the recess plan and the convention adopted It.
In the dramatic succession of conferences that followed, the fat' of the
candidates virtually was sealed. Some
of the Wood ond Lowden managers
.tried Ineffectually lor an agreement
jwhich would hold their delegates In

ers

k

eldest of eight children. His father.
George T. Harding, was a country doctor whose forebears came from Scots
land. Before going to Ohio the
were residents of Pennsylvania,
where some of tlieni were massacred
by Indians. Others fought in the-war. The mother of Warren, Mrs. Phoebe Lickerson, wns deHolland
scended from ' an
Hutch family, the Vau Kirks.
In his youth Warren Harding lived
the life of a farmer boy, attending the
village school until 14 years of age,
when he entered Ohio Central College
of Iberia, from which he was graduated. As editor of the college paper
he first displayed a talent for journal-Ism- .
He was obliged to stop school
now and then and earn the money
with which to pursue his college
course. At one time he cut corn, at
another painted barns, and at still another drove a team and helped to grade
the roadbed of a new railway. At' 17
he taught a district school and played
a horn In the village brass band.
At odd times he worked In the village printing office, in time becoming
an expert typesetter and later a linotype operator. He is a practical pressman and a job printer, and as a "makeup man" is said to hnve few equals.
The luck piece he has carried as a
senator Is the old printer's rule he
used when he was sticking type.
In 1884 Dr. Harding moved his family to Marion. A short time afterward
Har-dlng-

old-tim- e

the father purchased for Warren

Har-

ding "The Star," then a small paper.
On the paper Warren Harding performed every function from devil to
managing editor. All the .years the
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ÍIE17S REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS
Republican

Convention

Adopts

Platform After Much Travail
in Committee.

league

mk

'

-

an unof prognostication
usually difficult one from the start.
Another feature was the unprecedented number of outsiders and men
from other parties who were on hand
to influence the choice of the convention. Notable among these were William J. Bryan and William Randolph
Hearst, especially the latter, who
seemed to conceive It a patriotic duty
to do all In his power to assist the
Republicans in making a wis selecproblem

tion.

mm

Advocate and Opponent 8atlafled by
Compromise Women Get Equal
Voice With Men In Campaign
Wet Hopea Shrivel
.
Affair in Europe.
By E. F. CLIPS0N.
Note Mechanical exigencies of the
present time, require that this review
be written by Friday noon. Important
phases of the Republican national convention, notably the nominations for
president and vice president, not having yet occurred, they are reserved for
treatment in the general new or in
special articles.

ence Kllng In 1891.
Coolidge for Vice Presidency.
Tlie plan to nomínale Senator Lenroot
for the vice presidency had the backing of many of the men who had helped
Harding over, but the name of GoverAgreement on the platform was efnor Coolidge stirred the delegates and
galleries to repeated cheering and he fected in the Republican convention
was swept into second place on th Thursday night without any of the
fireworks which had been predicted
and anticipated. The pyrotechnics occurred In the committee which framed
the platform and did not reach the
public nor the great body of delegate's
through
excepting
the press. The
League of Nations plank was the great
exciting cause and the difficulty was
to so frame It as to save the faces of
the Republican senators who had taken,
such varying attitudes on the question
ever since President Wilson brought
the peace treaty and the league cove-nuback from Europe. The result
In a very adroit
was accomplished
compromise which abuses the adminIn Its stubistration as
born Insistence upon the league as
framed In Europe, pats on the back all
elements whether reserva tionists. mild
lu
reservatlonlsts or Irreconcilable
the senate majority who opposed the
Wilson league; pledges the party to a
continuation of the policies of Washington. Jefferson and Monroe and to
which
an International
association
shall provide international courts, develop International Inw and secure Instant and general International conference whenever peace shall be threatened.
'J.
To many this must look like an Indorsement of the principle of a League
of Nations although nothing Is said
fr
about mandates nor the duty of America to take part in foreign embroilments. On the other hand the plank
specifically' states that the United
States shall hnve the right to determine In advance what Is Just and fair
without becoming involved as particiticket before flu- first roll call luir
foreign quargone two'tlrrds of lis length. Again It pant or peacemaker In
was Pennsylvania which furnished tlit rels. Much of this was gone over In
the senate debates and It always
winning votes.
Governor Coolidge got (574 votes tí caused division In the Republican ma14(i for Senator Lenrisit and 08
foi jority, but at the convention it seemed
Governor Allen of Kansas. Severa to satisfy nil parties. Johnson claims
others got scattering support witlioir a victory. Lodge claims a victory, othbeing placed formally in nomination.
ers who were opposed to both of them
Is
and everybody
The result was greeted with anothei claim victories
demonstration and there was renewec happy with the opponents hugging
cheering a few 'minutes later when th each other today whereas yesterday
tired delegates were told their work they were enemies, with certain "Ir-- "
was done. It was early evening by tin reconcllables" threatening to bolt llie
No such an example of the
time adjournment was reached hut he party.
fore miihi'ghh hundreds hail checker oiling of troubled waters has ever preout and were on their way.
viously been seen and the master hand
of Klihu Root is said to he the one
Lowden Released Delegates.
that penned the remarkable comproChicago. Fear of a dealock. whlcl. mise.
he believed would nrove detr'menla'
to his party, caused. Governor Frank O
An unique feature of the convention
Lowden to release li's delegates on le was
character of
the maverick
convention floor. According to a state the delegations.
Never, at least
metit. mnde by him Governor Lowden
In recent times, has such an assaid :
and
semblage - of unbossed
"After the e'ghth ballot, upon whlcl
together
come
Individuals
I received a plural'ty of all votes cms!
it was represented to me that the dele for the purpose of nominating a cangates were becoming restive under Hi' didate for president. Many
delay. Fe:iring a protracted deadlock who had taken an active part In forwhich I believe would have been detri- mer occasions of the kind, were forced
mental to the 'ntef'sts of the country Into hack seats or were passive onI deciilod to release a'l delegates nm lookers from the side lines. New faces
advised them to usé tlclr hest judg and younger raen were everywhere in
ment as to whom 'hey should U!!IH,''
Frohattily a larger proporevidence,
"For the fr'endsh'ns formed durlir--' tion than ever before were unacquainttais eoinprt'gn and for the loyal snii ed with
the game of politics. This fact
port of so many fine patriotic men ami
prevented the huge body from getting
women, I shall never cease to be
Into customary grooves and made the

n
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Boyal Highlanders, who will be known In history as the "Bluet vvatcn, pan oi uie guaru oi Uonor
companylng Lord French on recent visits to Ypres. 2 Women In Russian red army going to fight Poles. 3
Old Fort Jefferson at Dry Tortugas, Fia., again brought to light as training ground for U, S. marines.

Looking In On the Chicago Convention
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United State Senator From
Who Wat the Successful Candidate for Presidential Nom-
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Irreconcilable elements,
difficult position.

will be In a

Indications are that the coalition
will be obliged to continue at the helm
in order to make an appearance of
stable government before the allied
powers which will meet at the Spa
conference to settle the- - amount of
German reparations and other Impor'After that confertant questions.
ence new elections appear to be a
necessity to remove the ambiguous
complexion of German affairs.
One
seemingly bright ray from the recent
elections was the small vote polled
by the party of the extreme left the
communists or German bolshevlsts as
they properly may be termed. This
happy result, however, was somewhat
vitiated by the extremely heavy vote
polled by the. Independent socialists
who undoubtedly
number in their
ranks ninny extreme radlicals.

Women will from now on have an
equal voice with men In planning and
managing Republican campaigns. This
Is assured through the adoption by
the convention of the report of the
committee on rules, the chief recommendation of which was that the
executive committee shall have a membership of fifteen Instead of ten as
heretofore.
The makeup of the comThe Spa conference at the Insistmittee will be seven men, seven women and the chairman. In addition the ence of Germans and Italians and in
committee will have a woman vice the hope that the United States will
chairman, ranking next In dignity to send a representative, has been postthe chairman. There will also be an poned until July 5. One of Germany's
assistant secretary who will be a big protests at the conference, aside
woman. The women of the majority from the reparations bill, will be
got everything they asked for from the against reimbursing the allied nation
convention notwithstanding the fact for the expenses of the armies of octhat a strong delegation of their sex cupation and of the several control
who are opposed to suffrage was on commissions. These expenses are said
to amount to upward of 100,000,000
hand. These latter were disappointed.
marks or normally about $20,000,000 a
The Supreme court's decision up- day. If the conferees can be convinced that German resources will
holding the prohibition
amendment
and the Volstead act came at an op- stand this big sum In addition In the
portune time to relieve the platform huge reparations, the money will he
f ranters of embarrassment on the very acceptable In lightening the military budgets of England. France, and
question.
The hopes of
which went from wet to moist even the United States, unless our
prevents the acceptance of a
are now scarcely humid. Their only
portion of it.
recourse Is In the election of a conIn spite of the uncertain political
gress which will repeal or amend the
situation In Germany, the problems
Volstead law.
Gov. Edward I. Edwards of New with which the Spa conference will
Jersey, who Is making the race for the wrestle, the state of affairs In Russia
presidential nomination and in the near and far East, a note
Democratic
largely on the question of personal lib- of distinct optimism comes from Eng
land and from sources close to Prime '
refererty, advocates a nation-wid- e
Minister Lloyd George. The word Is
endum on the question of prohibition.
that the whole world Is settling down
the
He believes that the sentiment of
people so expressed, will force an snd that nations gradually are returning to sanity. Ireland Is said to show
amendment, to the law. His contention' Is that the act goes too far In definite signs of returning to peace on
attempting to regulate the habits of a hosts of permanent connection with
millions of citizens; that It places In the British empire; Egypt is ready to
the lawbreaklng and criminal class abandon Its claim to complete indemillions of women all over the coun- pendence and to accept a progressive
agitation In
try who make light wines from home- constitution;
grown fruits for domestic use and India Is said to be dying down and
the Turkish situation Is clearing. In
millions of farmers who make and mature elder from their own orchards; this optimistic condition of ndnd it Is
that by the prohibition of beverages Impossible to say to what extent the
of light alcoholic content. It has in- wish fathers the thought. But If English problems really are clearing it
creased the Illicit distillation of harmful liquors to twentyfold thel former argues well for improved conditions
production; that many of the agents all around. Thnt the principal countries of Europe are achieving a better
of enforcement, both state and fedbasis, materially , at least, Is evident
eral, have become either blackmailers
more shipof the lawbreakers or partners In In Increased production,
crime; that It Is the main Impelling ments to the United States and a
cause why 2,000,000 men of foreign slight amelioration of exchange condibirth have returned to their native tions.- Past history has shown France
lands and that It mennees the whole and England at least, to he wondersense.
ful In the come-bacIndustrial fabric, and millions of workers are filled with resentment on acReports of operations on the long
count of the Invasion of their personal
battle line of the Poles and Russian
liberties.
The New Jersey executive attacks bolshevikl extending from a point
the law on several other counts and north of Dvlnsk on the Latvian fronone easily discerns thnt the question tier to the Dniester river and the RouI
going to cut a much larger figure manian border, show a series of attacks and counters with the net result
at San Francisco than It has at Chisomewhat In favor of the Poles. Their
cago. In the Republican convention
the only entry similar to Governor Ed- campaign Is streftgthened by the fact
that they are more than holding their
wards wns Senator France of MaryMoscow admits an additional
land, and he never had a chance, for. own.
at no time was there any prospect of a reverse suffered by the bolshevik! near
Perekop at the neck of the Crimean
wet track.
peninsula, but claims to have recovGerman elections which were relied ered some of the lost ground.
upon to clarify the political atmosTurkish nationalist forces defeated
phere and settle the Immediate course
of government In that country, appar- government troops and advanced to
within Ave and a half miles of Ismid.
ently have failed of effect. The result seems to be of the nature of a which caused the British to close the
stalemate, and while President Ebert Gulf of Ismld which controls the apappears to have pulled through by a proach to Constantinople cf all craft
from the Black sea. American womsmall- majority the coalition government which he heads Is so beset by en relief workers who recently evacthe right and left opposition that par- uated the Caucasus to escape being
liamentary chaos is almost Inevitable. caught In the rel drive are returning
Ebert and the forces nearest to him to Batoum, Hopes are entertained for
are moderate socialists.' The opposi- the resumption on a limited scale of
relief work In Armenia, which country
tion of the right contains, under variIs reported to be combating the Interous party names and shades of politFighting
movement.
ior bolshevik
ical belief, the democrats, reactionagainst the French In Clllcla has
aries, limited monarchists and upholders of the old regime. The left con- stopped In accordance with an armistains the Independent socialists and tice pact. The French troops evacuall the more radical representation. ated Thrace where the nationalists,
The government endeavoring to steer the Turkish government and the Bulgarians are uniting to oppose Greek
a middle course and yet an
one for Germany between these occupation.
k
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Thq; E'ite Cafe is now established
and is a decided advance in the atTheir motto,
tractions of Roy.
"Cleanliness and Quality" attracts all
classes and their policy of serving
ESCAPE COLLAPSE anything the local market affords any
time of day or evening, is a decided
convenience. "What you want to
eat, when you want it and as you
Usa, Women and Children Djhxg want it" is what they offer the public as an inducement to patronize
Bj Thousandj Over Onca
this venture. Meal and short-orde- r
Cirilized Areas.
tickets are on sale.
.
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To the individual player goes the honorof scoring, but it's perfect team work that opens
the way. We consistently score in
dothes because cthe
wonderful team play in the vast organization of skilled designers aad taftors yjho create
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Our spring and summer woofers and exclusive style suggestions are jady to show
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Natural Supposition.
The girls employ such a redundancy
Of nomenclature In describing their
r
garments, such as
for Instancy that Jf 'they ever
.;'

night-wown- s,

slip-ove-

In

Staíí

pants.-0- 1lo

dered toU."
!

lflftl.

Piamy nace.
I
Is
The natives of the ndaman
lands, bay of Bengal, average wre
inches in height and
jfeet eleven
pounds.
seventy
(tvClfih under
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Cables on the Ocean Bed.
The ocean cable between New. York,
the Azores and the Irish coast rests
on the bed of the ocpiiii. Before 1854
engineers of the United States navy
discovered that the ocean bed between
Newfoundland nnd the. Irish coast was
nearly íe"vei and composed of soft mud,
for an oceao
apparently an Ijknl
'
cable.
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Church Directory
Y. P.

A Co.

Results of Tractor Demonstration
Held at Pampa Tesas

entire-country-

Miss. LASKA GRAY
Mr. Rual Wade Secy,

ps;

President,

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial welcoiae extended to
'
all visitors.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary..
J. D. Wade. Supt..

CHRISTIAN

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. ra. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each,' month at
11.00 a. m. .and 8UJU p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

1

at II 00 a.

O. W.

m. 8PM.

Fsarn, Pastor.

First Sunday in each month.
7.30, P. M.
Services 11, A. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month; 2d arid
4th Sundays,
at the Catholic
a Church.
Roy, N. M

cians for a population of 450,000..
Returning to the United Staite
few weeks ago wlth all these Horrors
ringing In ins ears, I found myself
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
ouae more lot ai land whose granaries
Service at 7 30 p.m.
were overflowing, where health and
Hieand
plenty abounded, and where
Rev. Fr, Felix Vachon,
in
activity and eager enterprise-wert&a full flood:.
Priest in charge,
i! asked myself: "Whati If this
flngue and famine were hete- lp the
LODGE DIRECTORY
great territory, between the- - Atlantic
oad, the Mississippi valley,
O
seaboard
H
ao
o
o
which rougiilyi parallels the- extent of
3
E
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3
mi
3
A.F. & A.M.
a.
n '
these ravaged; countries, nnri that
a
a
oWn
peoplecondemned
of our
ACACIA LODGE NO. 5,
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to Idleness- - by lack of raw Material
31
Meets 2na and 4th, Saturm
and whose fieids. had beea devastated
H
were
rapine,,
racked
invasion,
and
by
days of: rnonth
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by starvation, and pestiteueek and If
166 1
W.M
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outside world. One 1b
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Every Wednesday
Kerosene
8:14..
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Evening
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ent market value of their currencies,
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0
3:00
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Brothers
Gasoline
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cost,
original
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,
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19 Wallis
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8
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times
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for credit. ' If only they could obtain
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Kerone
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which these idle, millions
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31 Cletrac
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ongme
developing
not
Evening each month
could
convert
Into
finish;
manufacjf theirs
Did not
8Did not finish en account of breaking plow.
products, they would have sometured
I. O. O. F. Hall
.
Did not finish on aecount f broken fivern0r-'olthing to Uuder the world In return
23ic.
kerosén.,
Gaaoline,
29ci
Mrs.MYRAO.
DeFrees. N. G.
-.
Fuel costs wer as follows:
for Ha raw material. Food and
each
above work is figured at advertised plowm speeds for
Mra, Grace V. Ogden. Secy.
But if they have neither money
cTaU? fuel used in going fir3 rQU.nd, before filling tanks, prtrated
from fuel tised on Teat cf rounds,
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Anderson Machine Works.

.

MILLS
3rd Sunday

1

v.

3.

p.m.

In. Montenegro, where food 1 run
ning, short, títere are but five physi

stration held in Pampa List week shows that the lovKest cosljper acra record
cents
ílce
fourteen minutes plowed four acres at an average eost of thjirty-seve- n
an acre. The eneine buiriied kerosene. The highest oost pec acre was regis- per acre, burntered by an Ávery whos operating expenses averaged 11.08kerosenapblfflming
Whale Teeth Ihwd at Currency,
ing gasoline. The next, nighest cos per acre was- - witsbia
Another Emerson
as currency In Emerson, which registered an average oí $1.04 peracre
Whale's teeth
forty-nin- e
The average
cents.
only
average
an
of
painted
made
They
burning
kerosene
.'arc
Islands.
FIJI
the
ttirteen-fcufteeiith- s
sixty-fiv- e
esugifta
the
was
nil
of
being
ail
er
per
for
eost
teeth
red
white and ,red, the
I
(
...
worth about twenty times as much ceiits.The complete record of estríes,, time, fuel cosSi, in plowing on. ld land:
''
as the white..';
RECORD OF TIME AND FUEL. COST FER ACRIi PLOWING O&D LAND
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Budapest, according to our infiarma-tlon- ,
Is oue vast city of misery and
SUNDAY SCHOOL
suffering. The number of deaths is
double that of births. Of the 100,000
at 10 A.M. eaoil; Sunday,
children In. the schools, 100,000 are deP. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
Theu
are
charity.
public
pendent on
150,000 workers idle.
Typhus aud smallpox have Injsded
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
the four countries composing' CzechoServices at Roy 3d Sunday of
slovakia, and there Is lack of medicines, soap andi physicians.
each month,
Christian Church.
In Serbia typhus has broken out and
Rev. Wm. Vimont, Pastor.
there are but 200 physicians In: minister tu.the needs of that
.
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We met Prof. Orin Beatty, of Union County last Sunday. He is now
a farmer near Mosquero and is going
to demonstrate the theories and practices he has been teaching. Also he
is going to be a prosperóos farmer
Instead of teaching others- W b pi
offer
doesn't
salary
that
a
at
a living.
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Dis-eas- e

Des Molitos, Iowa. Speaking before
the general conference of the Methodist Episcopal church, Henry P. Davison, chairman of the board of governors of the League of ReJr0! Societies, said:
As chairman of the convention of
Red Cross Societies, composed of rep'
resentatives of twenty-seve- n
nations
that met recently in Geneva, I am custodian of authoritative reports recording appalling conditions among millions of people living in eastern Europe.
One of the most terrible tragedies
In the history of the human race Is being enacted within the broad belt of
territory lying between the Baltic and
the Black and Adriatic sons.
This area Includes the new Baltic
States Poland,
the
Ukraine, Austria, Hungary, Boumanlu,
Montenegro, Albania and Serbia.
The reports which com to us make
it clear that In these'
lands civilization has broken down.
Disease, bereavement
and suffering
are present In practically every household, while food and clothing are insufficient to make life tolerable.
Men, women and children ave dying
by thousands and over vast once civilized areas there are to be found neither medicinal appliances nor medical
skill- sufficient to cope with the devastating plagues.
Wholesale starvation is threatened
in Poland this summer miles site can
procure food supplies In large quantities. There are now approximately
250,000 cases of typhus In Poland and
In the area occupied by Polish troops.
Worst Typhus Epidemic In Hitory.
There- is already one of the-- worse
typhus- epidemics in the world's-historIn- Galicia whole towns are crippled and business suspended. In some
dlsU'lcU there is but one doctor to
each 150,000 people. In the Ukraine,
we weitr told, typhus and influenza
have afttfcted most of the population.
A report from Vienna dated February 12th,- said: "There are rai'ons
for three weeks. Death stalks through
the street Í Vienna and takes unhin-
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Starvation and
Bampant.

Miss Myrtle Kerns came home Monday for a visit with her family and
friends in Roy. Her sister, Mrs. Bur-sicalso returned home Monday.

Adv.

Visiting Sisters welcome

